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There are a number of reasons to celebrate this
month! BVAA has completed 70 years of service
to the British Valve and Actuator industry, and
Valve User magazine also celebrates its third
anniversary with this issue.
‘VU’ magazine has rapidly become the leading
magazine servicing our sector, and this issue is
once again breaking all records in terms of size
and content. We will also shortly be launching
‘valveuser.com’ – watch out for further details
of this exciting new development!

by BVAA Director,
Rob Bartlett

BVAA continues to expand, with more membership
enquiries than ever before. Let’s also celebrate our
industry’s endeavour and perseverance to succeed in what is clearly a difficult
market for other countries and sectors at the moment.

If you have a view on the state of the industry, let us know. We would love to
hear your thoughts!

Who’s This?
Well frankly we don’t know
what to call him, but you
might! This cheeky chappie
tap dances his way across the
home page of valveuser.com,
but has yet to be named.
There’s a small prize for
the best and most original
name submitted to
rob@bvaa.org.uk

VALVEuser ® is a controlled circulation
magazine, free of charge to genuine
users of valves, actuators and related
products and at the discretion of
BVAA Ltd.
Cover: Crane Stockham Valves, 48" Wafer
Duo-Cheks undergoing final machining on
new Vertical Turning Centre

Did You Know?

As well a printed copy,
VALVE user magazine is
also available as an email
attachment, and as a
download from BVAA’s
website, www.bvaa.org.uk
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BVAA welcomes
users’ views and
articles.
Submissions to
rob@bvaa.org.uk

Yet More New Members!

The membership of the BVAA continues to grow at an impressive rate...
this month’s new recruits include:-

Vijay Chillal and Mick Bray of eTec

Paul Slaughter and Chris Hickey of
Actuated Solutions

Mike Walshe of
Flow Control Solutions

Steven Yorke-Robinson of
Pressure-Tech receives his plaque
from Director, Rob Bartlett

Peter Wright of Isis

Jeff Ravenscroft of Wachs
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Mad Hatters
How far can you go wearing a BVAA Hat?

Derek Smith aboard Olympus
Right back to 1939 it seems, the year of BVAA’s birth.
Photographed is International Procurement’s MD
Colin Wilson, standing next to a wartime icon at RAF
Cranwell. But what is it? There’s £50 to the charity
of your choice if you’re the first to identify this classic
war bird. Answers to rob@bvaa.org.uk
Our congratulations to Graham
Lomax of Polyflor, who was
once again first to correctly
answer both of questions last
time. The CoCo taxi was in
Cuba, and the Le Mans winner
was the Peugeot Total Team, drivers David Brabham,
Alex Wurz and Marc Gene.

Also shown is BVAA Valve Course lecturer Derek Smith,
conversely using the BVAA to good effect against the
blistering Turkish sunshine in the Med.
Janet Collins also put the hat to use at the recent
Great North Run, running in aid of BVAA’s favourite
charity, CLIC Sargent, and putting in a very respectable
time. Spotting the hat among 50,000 runners was a
challenge but a sighting on TV has been claimed!

More Hats
The summer season has led to a large number of
submissions of ‘hat photos’. Photographed below
are a team of golfers from Aberdeen Valve Supplies /
LG Ball Valves, ‘awash’ with BVAA hats enjoying their
golf day at Braemer Golf Club, Royal Deeside. ‘Awash’
was the right description – the first date having been
abandoned due to flooding!

AVS/LG Golfers
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Dale Kingfisher and Neil West of Adanac,
Pike fishing on Hickling Broad (Norfolk Broads).

Dr Bill Whiteley

Our hearty congratulations to BVAA Chairman, Bill
Whiteley, on having a Doctorate of Engineering
conferred upon him by the University of Bath on the
30th June 2009, in recognition of his distinguished
contributions to international industry.
Formerly CEO of Rotork,
on the 1st of July 2009 Bill
was appointed Chairman
of BVAA members Spirax
Sarco Engineering plc.

Marketing
Committee Meeting

Combined WG at Tyco
On 13th October, BVAA’s Combined WG met at
Tyco Valves & Controls Distribution, at Market
Harborough. Agenda items included the complete
reorganization of the BSI technical committees, a
report on valve and actuator standards development,
and the welcome news that the EN 15714 series
of actuator standards have at last been published.
Our congratulations to Peter Hirst and his stoical
team of experts!

International Group
meet at BVAA HQ
In mid-September, BVAA were delighted to host
an international group of experts developing a new
pipeline actuators standard. ISO/TC67/SC2/WG18,
which comprises experts from across the world
who are drawn from both the manufacturing and
customer sides of the petroleum and natural gas
industry, is developing a new standard on Actuator
Mechanical Integrity and Sizing Rules. The group
has made exceptionally swift progress on what is a
very technically challenging topic.

On 29th September, the BVAA Marketing Committee came together at BVAA
HQ to discuss the association’s marketing strategy, and to meet BVAA’s new
marketeer Sam Ingarfield. A key success this year has been the Valve User
magazine, but the committee is particularly excited about a new project
– ‘valveuser.com’. All of the last three
years’ worth of VU content is being
put together onto a website in a userfriendly, searchable format. All future
issues will likewise be posted on the
website, along with educational content and a ‘user forum’.
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Challenging application launches Rotork’s
compact subsea gearbox solution
A compact new design of
subsea valve gearbox from
Rotork Gears has provided a
timely and successful solution
to a challenging problem on a
North Sea pipeline project.
The development of the Nini East
Field off the coast of Denmark
by Dong Energy involves the
construction of a new, unmanned
production platform and a seven
kilometre subsea pipeline to the
existing Nini platform. As part
of the contract for the project,
a UK valvemaker is supplying a
Class 1500, six inch metal seated
double block and bleed ball valve
for a critical duty demanding
zero seat leakage on liquid and
gas duty.
Due to the specific constraints
if the valve installation, the
valvemaker’s engineers were
advised that access for ROV
operation could only be possible
from above the valve and no
access from the sides could be
permitted.
In addition, there
were restrictions to the allowable
overall dimensions of the valve
and gearbox package due to the
surrounding fabrication.
Working closely with the valvemaker, Rotork Gears proposed a
new gearbox design that met the
size restrictions without compromising the technical performance.
The new gearbox design, known
as the DS range, proved to be the
most compact solution available
whilst manufacture of the two
units required was achieved on a
lead time that complied with the
project requirements.
When installed, the high pressure
valve package will be operating
at a depth of fifty-eight metres.
The Nini East Field development
is expected to extend the life of
the Nini Field for at least another
ten years.
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Rotork Gears, Tel: 0133 205 7276
Website: www.rotork.com

Offshore
Europe
The Offshore Europe exhibition was held 8th
to 11th September in Aberdeen, and saw the
BVAA exhibit for the very first time. The association’s stand was awash with visitors all
week, and we’re pleased to say the show itself was also extremely busy. As well as high
levels of interest in members’ products and
services, we also had a large number of companies enquiring about BVAA membership.
Over twenty BVAA members exhibited (most
displaying their BVAA Member plaques) and
many more visited what proved to be a very
useful event.

Pictured from the top left anti-clockwise are
the stands and staff of Norgren, Bifold,
HS Pipequipment, BVAA, Advanced Solutions
and BEL Valves.
BVAA Stand at OE was busy all week.
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Schuck Flying to Success
Malaysia Airlines Cargo (MASkargo
in co-operation with Persafe
Engineering) delivered two valves to
Kuching Airport and then onwards
by truck to the Petronas LNG plant
in Bintulu.
The first two Schuck Type "U" Top
Entry Ball Valves 24" and 36" Class
900 with electric actuators, weighing in total 28 tonnes were loaded
directly into a B747-400F freight
aircraft utilizing the large side and
nose-cargo doors on 15th July 2009.

This was the first time a wide body
cargo plane had flown to Bintulu and
the landing went entirely to schedule.
Head of Sales at Schuck, Timur Lenk
explains, “The advanced part of the
project required in total six valves to
be manufactured and delivered within
an extremely tight timeframe and
with the help and co-operation of our
staff and material suppliers we were
successful in achieving this within the
set time limits agreed with Petronas.”

116 Tonnes of Schuck Ball Valves
flown to Bintulu (Sarawak)

The completion of this order and the
logistic scheduling of everything from
the procurement of castings, (also
air freighted in), production, planning the heavy transportation from
our Steinheim works to Frankfurt
Airport, had to be carefully planned
and considered. Failure to keep to
the agreed dates could have caused
serious delays to the scheduled plant
shutdown activities at site.”
Schuck Valves UK Limited,
Tel 08006 340 082
Website:www.schuck-group.com

36" Class 900 Schuck
“U” Top Entry Ball Valve

Valve Training Courses
These courses are a MUST for those involved in the
engineering industry who need to know more about
valves and actuators. BVAA valve courses are delivered
by our lecturers who have tremendous knowledge and
experience of the industry. The sessions always result in
comments of the highest praise.
PED & ATEX Directives
Thursday 22nd April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Control Valves
Wednesday 28th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Introduction to Valves
Monday 26th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Safety Valves
Thursday 29th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Introduction to Valve
Actuators
Tuesday 27th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Safety Integrity
Levels (SILs)
Friday 30th April 2010:
Banbury, £155+vat

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone: +44 (0)1295 221270
Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk

For full details on each course, see http://www.bvaa.org.uk/training
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www.powergeneurope.com
www.powergeneurope.com

PLUGINTO
INTOPOWER
POWER
PLUG

Co-located

Conference&&Exhibition
Exhibition
Conference
8-10June
June2010
2010
8-10
RAI,Amsterdam,
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The
Netherlands
RAI,
The
Netherlands
Get ready to PLUG INTO:
Get ready to PLUG INTO:

Europe’s premier power event
Europe’s premier power event
The largest gathering of European power professionals
The largest gathering of European power professionals
The most comprehensive conference programme for power
The most comprehensive conference programme for power
The latest technological advances
The latest technological advances
A dedicated audience
A dedicated audience

Co-located with:

Unrivalled networking opportunities
Unrivalled networking opportunities
Cleaner and greener solutions to develop your business
Cleaner and greener solutions to develop your business
Business leaders and industry opinion formers viewpoin
Business leaders and industry opinion formers viewpoints
Innovation and inspiration
Innovation and inspiration
The future of electricity
The future of electricity

Please visit www.powergeneurope.com for further information on exhibiting and sponsorship at POWER-GEN Europe, or cont
Please visit www.powergeneurope.com for further information on exhibiting and sponsorship at POWER-GEN Europe, or contact:
Gilbert Weir Jnr
Gilbert
WeirSales
Jnr Manager
Exhibition
Exhibition
Sales
Manager
Flagship Media Sponsors:
Owned and produced by:
Tel: +44 (0)1992
656 617
Flagship Media Sponsors:
Owned and produced by:
Tel:
+44
(0)1992
656
617
Fax: +44 (0)1992 656 700
Fax:
+44 gilbertw@pennwell.com
(0)1992 656 700
E-mail:
E-mail: gilbertw@pennwell.com

Saint-Gobain Pam UK
launches new valves line-up

Iron technology leader Saint-Gobain PAM UK is introducing an exciting
new range of PAM valves to the UK water and sewer market.
The new range, specifically designed to take cost
out of customers’ businesses, features a high-quality,
competitively priced range of products for virtually every
valve application.
The product line-up reflects Saint-Gobain PAM UK’s aim
of ‘releasing value through design’; with each valve being
specifically designed to reduce customers capital and
operational spend - from the unit cost of the product
to the total installed cost. Each product has been
designed to offer optimum durability, performance and
quality. Three new products have been introduced - the

Eurocheck non-return valve with a universal kit solution,
the Eurostop double-flanged butterfly valve and the FH2CE fire hydrant.
The Eurocheck range of versatile and modular non-return
valves will significantly reduce customers’ stock holding
without compromising the flexibility to quickly respond
to design changes, while also reducing the total cost of
valve installations. The Eurocheck is a swing check valve
manufactured to the requirements of EN1074-3 for use
in both horizontal and vertical applications. The new
range is available for both water and sewer applications
and is available in pipe diameters from 80mm to 300mm.
Meanwhile, the exclusive new range of Eurostop butterfly
valves provides a modern solution for network engineers,
offering significant cost saving benefits and a superior
sealing system over traditional gate valves typically
used as isolation devices on pipelines, waterworks and
hydroelectric plants.
Kitemarked to BS750 and BS EN 14339, the new FH2-CE
fire hydrants are now CE marked in accordance with the
Construction Products Directive. This, along with their
robust, low weight, compact Ductile Iron design, makes
the FH2-CE the most durable and efficient hydrant on
the market today. The traditional gun metal outlet –

Eurostop double-flange butterfly valve
54387 Econosto Ad:Layout 1

19/5/09

15:53

Page 1

1984 – 2009. 25 Years Sterling Service, Much More in the Pipeline

• Valves and actuators
• Related equipment
• PMI and other testing
and modifications
Econosto UK Ltd
Leicester +44 (0)116 272 7300 • Aberdeen +44 (0)1224 898800 • Glasgow +44 (0)141 9411900
www.econosto.uk.com

often a target for thieves - has now been
replaced with stainless steel, reducing the
risk of theft and resulting replacement costs.
Saint-Gobain PAM UK’s valve offering also
consists of a range of air valves (water and
sewer), lugged and wafer butterfly valves,
flap valves, gate valves (water and sewer),
and a range of accessories such as extension
spindles and T-keys.
Valves Product Manager Tara Smith
commented: “With the new range of PAM
valves, customers can benefit from unrivalled
quality, ergonomic design and ease of
installation and maintenance, removing cost
from the supply chain at every opportunity.
The new PAM valves ideally complement our
ranges of water and sewer pipes, meaning
we can provide a comprehensive product
offering for any application.”

Eurocheck non-return valve
with a universal kit solution

Further details on the new valve range can
be found at a dedicated microsite at www.
pamvalves.co.uk where visitors can access
detailed specifications, help with product
selection, and examples of how the valves
can reduce cost. The microsite also features
a video highlighting the new Eurocheck nonreturn valves and the advantages of a highly
innovative new universal kit solution in terms
of stock holding and installation benefits.
The new range launch is being supported by
an extensive marketing campaign with an
‘artistic’ theme promoting the affordability
and durability of the valve products.
Saint-Gobain Pam, Tel: 0115 930 5000.
Website: www.pamvalves.co.uk
FH2-CE fire hydrant
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Asco Numatics’ 50th
anniversary of UK manufacturing
BVAA’s Rob Bartlett meets ASCO’s Jean Christophe Serkumian

This year Asco Numatics are celebrating their 50th anniversary of UK Manufacturing. I have taken this as an opportunity
to catch up with Jean Christophe Serkumian the Managing Director for ASCO Numatics in the UK to look back at
the history of ASCO Numatics in the UK as well as to look at how he sees the future for solenoid operated valves.
RB: Asco Numatics is a well known brand within the industry and one
that most people know and respect. Your company name and
branding has changed over the past 50 years, will you please give
me a potted history of the company over that time?
JCS: Asco Numatics invented the first solenoid valve in 1888 and began
manufacturing the same year. From that day we have gone from
strength to strength and now have a presence worldwide. We began
manufacturing a range of solenoid valves in the UK in 1959, based
out of a factory in London. Production was moved to Skelmersdale
in 1965 and by the mid 1970’s we added the manufacture of airoperated valves, manual reset valves and pressure and temperature
switches.
A major milestone was in 1985 when ASCO was acquired by the
Emerson Electric Company, this was followed by their acquisition of
Joucomatic in 1988 and Numatics Inc. in 2005. The amalgamation
of these three companies created one company that is able to offer
virtually any product for the Solenoid Valve & Pneumatic Markets.
Our manufacturing facility in Skelmersdale has grown into a centre
of excellence and acts as the UK service centre offering a wide
range of products for the fluid automation market, complying
with different approvals such as ISO, UL, ATEX, WRAS etc. These
products include many specials developed ‘in house’ ranging from
ATEX approved solenoid valves to bespoke pneumatic and process
cabinets and a unique four hour cylinder production service, as
well as other pneumatic system assemblies. Added to this is the
production facility which manufactures over 1.5 million coils for
both the home market and the group.
RB: These are difficult times for manufacturing companies in the UK and
across the rest of the developed world. How are you finding the
market?
JCS: Economic cycles do come and go, we have seen this several
times over the past 50 years. We have found that the key is to
take a long-term perspective.   We have had to take into account
the economic situation but fortunately at the same time we have
started production of additional products resulting in the capacity to
offer more specific products and solutions to our customers. Asco
Numatics strength derives from a solid customer base across many
different market segments and they have not all been affected in the
same way. In addition as an Emerson company, we also benefit from
the knowledge and resource available from a financially sound $24.8
billion global manufacturing company.
RB: I am sure that many of the products that you manufacture have
changed over the years. What have been the major developments
during that time?
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JCS: In terms of the principle of operation, some of
our solenoid valves are not that dissimilar from
those we manufactured 50 years ago. Thanks to
new technologies and materials available, we have
designed and produced more efficient products,
for example our Piezotronic Valves which only
need 0.007 watts to operate.
What has also changed is our manufacturing
processes and the availability of new technology,
enabling us to provide more bespoke valves
engineered to the application. Our rapid
prototyping tools allow us to work with our
customers to develop new valve designs that
enable them to take their concept through to a
completed product in a relatively short space of
time. Our miniaturised valves have expanded the
applications for solenoid valves as well as allowing
our customers to reduce the overall size of the
equipment they manufacture.
Another major development has been the addition
of electronic components in our range of valve
islands. These enable the user to build up a
modular bank of long life (up to 200 million cycles)
plug & play valves that can communicate with a
PLC via many different protocols. All this in one
small compact unit, reducing the footprint size,
installation and maintenance costs.

islands enabling our customers to benefit from
faster installation and significantly reduced wiring
costs compared with a typical hardwired solution.
Networked devices offer advanced process control
information to enable customers to monitor and
control the position of the valve and the available
diagnostic information can help to reduce plant
maintenance costs.
RB: Looking to the future, what do you see will be the
next major developments in your industry?
JCS: I like to think we are at the cutting edge of technology
within our industry and we have every intention of
staying there. Emerson’s strength is that we invest
a fair percentage of our sales revenue back into
R&D. Our extensive R&D programme means that
we are able to develop the high quality innovative
products that help our customers to be more
competitive by enhancing overall performance and
reliability of their equipment.
Asco Numatics is already well advanced in the
use of modern technologies and we believe that
the use of electronics, such as used in many of
our proportional valves will grow as the year’s
progress, in addition to there still being an ongoing
demand for our standard range of products for a
considerable time to come.

RB: Tell me more about bus communications and the
benefits it brings to your customers.
JCS: Proven and mature open fieldbus protocols such
as AS-interface, DeviceNet, Profibus DP and
FOUNDATION Fieldbus have been designed into
our solenoid valves, position indicators and valve

Old methods of testing which relied
on a stethoscope to check for solenoid
function have been replaced by modern
and highly efficient test stations

Asco Numatics, Tel: 01695 713 600
Website: www.asconumatics.co.uk

In terms of the principle of operation,
some of our solenoid valves are
not that dissimilar from those we
manufactured 50 years ago

Jean Christophe Serkumian the
Managing Director for ASCO
Numatics in the UK
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Emerging trends in intelligent
safety-valve control
By Juha Yli-Petäys, EHC Business Manager, Metso’s Automation business line

projects has been the IEC61511 safety standard. This
requires companies to evaluate every area of their plant
and assign a targeted Safety Integrity Level (SIL) to it. It
applies when equipment meets the IEC61508 standard
and is integrated into an overall system. Thus IEC61508
is the standard applicable to device manufacturers and
IEFC61511 the standard for the end users.
Probability of Failure in Demand (PFD) is the
measure of availability in an emergency.
there are many ways to calculate PFD for
components, it can be measured using the
well-known equation: [2]
Fig. 1. Typical safety valve designs
The reliability of safety valves is crucial to process control.
Their design has changed little in recent years and partial
stroke testing (PST) has been the accepted method
of monitoring them. Newer methods linked to the
introduction of on-line intelligent safety valve controllers
are offering new levels of performance monitoring.
Analysis results of automatic PST implementation,
especially when using Fieldbus technology, offer
possibilities for enhanced diagnostic and maintenance
programming.

Reliability is critical

Safety valves protect processes, personnel and the
environment against process disruption. However, they
are operated only in trip solutions, but it is essential that
they perform, when required. Because these shutdown
valves are rarely cycled, there is always concern over
whether they will operate on demand. In practice,
unless they are periodically stroked, it is virtually certain
that they will not work when required.
It is important to realise that safety valves are moving
mechanical devices that normally operate in very difficult
environmental conditions. Furthermore, they are the
most important components in the safety loop (sensor,
safety logic and final element), because most of the
problems that occur are related to the functionality of
the final element (see picture). The need for regular
valve testing while the process is running is therefore
absolutely essential.

Safety Standards PFD measurement

To reduce the risk of toxic emissions, uncontrollable
fires or explosions, or any combination of the above, oil,
chemical and petroleum plans need to pay ever-increasing
attention to plant safety. The principal influence in such
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statistical
Although
individual
following

Where:

DC = Diagnostics Coverage factor
Id – Dangerous Failure Rate = 1/MTBF (Mean Time
Between dangerous Failures
TIA = Testing Interval for Automatic tests (on-line)
TIM = Testing Interval for Manual tests (offline)
These are two-part calculations: on-line testing and offline testing. For safety valves, the on-line diagnostics
part relates to Partial Stroke Testing (PST) and the offline part to periodic maintenance. With frequent on-line
diagnostics coverage, shorter mean times for repair and
good communication methods, lower PFD figures can be
achieved.

Traditional on-line testing

Partial stroke testing is the method most commonly used
to test valve functionality while the process is running.
Conventionally, this involves using this a mechanical
stroke-limiting device (or pneumatic switch for each
safety valve) to restrict the movement of the safety
valve, to permit partial stroking without disturbing the
process. Once movement is restricted, technicians send
a signal from the control room to determine whether or
not the valve will respond.
The manual work involved is expensive and unreliable for
many reasons including the lack of real-time data and the
absence of trend data. Another significant drawback is
that the valve under test is not operable during testing –
a hazard, should a real safety issue be encountered.

Advent of the intelligent controller

In the early 2000’s, PST implementation was considerably
improved by the introduction of Neles Valvguard, the first
intelligent safety valve controller, which was taken into
use almost immediately by BP, who reported significant
improvements in both plant safety and operating costs [3]

Figure 2. PST
testing example.
Actuator pressure
measurement v.
valve position

With partial stroke testing, the emergency isolation valve
is moved so slightly that it does not disturb the protected
process, yet the degree of movement is sufficient to
detect the most critical problems with the emergency
valve.
However PST is carried out using an intelligent emergency
valve controller, the test results can be analysed
automatically after test implementation.

Problem solving

Partial stroke testing allows more frequent valve stroking
without disturbing the process. The required SIL level
for Safety Instrumental Functionality, can therefore be
maintained for longer periods. Even though the valve
stroke does not cover the whole valve travel range,
when an intelligent emergency valve controller is used
to implement PST, the build-up of most of the problems
typically encountered with emergency valves can be
detected.
PST detects random hardware failures related to final
element. Detection is based typically on the change in
valve dynamics, which can be seen when the latest PST
results are comprised to historical data. For example,
Neles ValvGuard measures the breakaway pressure and
load factor from PST and figure 3 shows one method of
doing a historical comparison using a graph.
Breakaway pressure indicates line pressure measurement
level at which the valve starts to move during a valve test.
Breakaway-pressure trend information can be used to
analyze valve load changes. The load factor is calculated
from PST data, which indicate the friction changes of the
valve. A high load-factor value means increased friction
due to an undersized actuator. Load-factor historical
values are shown in the same way as breakaway pressure
trend.
Typical valve problems which can be detected with partial
stroke testing are: sticking, stem seal leakage, valve seat
leakage, mechanical valve or actuator failure and failure
in the controller itself.
Diagnostics of partial valve stroke test makes maintenance
planning easy.

Technology developments

In recent decades, developments in emergency valve
design have remained rather static when compared to
developments in emergency valve controllers. New

technologies have been continuously adopted to meet
the required safety specifications, while simultaneously
ensuring the cost efficiency of insulation and operational
costs. In the past few years these technologies has been
used increasingly as a part of SIF implementation.

Looking ahead

One clear future trend seems to be the use of Fieldbuses.
Foundation Fieldbus and Profibus organisations are
the most active in this area and are enlarging their
specifications to cover Safety Instrumented Functionality.
The reasoning is clear: Fieldbuses are used more often
and have proved the technology.
New upstream processes are making greater use
of Fieldbus technology, largely because it reduced
hardware, wiring and engineering costs and improves
the asset management integration of final elements into
the host system.
Traditionally, on installation all control valves have fully
supported Fieldbus communication technology, but
emergency valve controllers are integrated into the asset
management systems through HART communication
using separate communication hardware.
Foundation-based emergency valve controllers would give
much faster response times for the status information and
easier integration of higher-tier diagnostic information
into the host system, when compared to parallel HART
network. This would improve cost efficiency when
additional communication hardware is not required. At
the same time, operation of the device is much easier for
the end-user.
The use of intelligent functions with safety valve
controllers has already created considerable interest.
Nowadays, automatic PST implementation is seen more
often as a serious possibility, rather than as a possible
source of spurious trips. Furthermore, the analysis
results of PST implementation are being widely used as
a part of the maintenance programme. This trend raises
the need for easier field-device integration up to control
system level and expectations now lie in the wider use of
Fieldbus technology.
This article was originally published in Oil Review Middle
East in October 2008
References:
[1] Sintef; Offshore Reliability Data Handbook, OREDA;
2002
[2] Laaksonen J; Reducing the Window of Potential Failures
for Emergency Shutdown and Ventilating Valves by
Automatic Partial Stroke Testing Devices; 2005; TÜV
Symposium Cleveland, OH, USA; 12p.
[3] ARC White Paper, Neles ValvGuard Allows BP to
increase safety while reducing costs; 2001; 12p.
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Total Valve Management Program
Cycle isolation eliminates energy losses
attributable to poorly performing or leaking
steam, water cycle isolation valves.
MCE’s parent company in Houston, Valvtechnologies
(VTI), encourages end users to apply the principles
of Asset Management to their installed valve population. The VTI Total Valve Management (TVM™)
program, also known as Cycle Isolation, utilizes next
generation acoustic monitoring instruments to help
customers monitor valve performance. These tools
allow predictive and preventative maintenance programs to be fine tuned for very large or very small
valve populations. Providing Cycle Isolation Services
can be as simple as performing a valve survey, or as
comprehensive as the management of all valve work
during your next outage — from erecting scaffolds
to repairing, installing, welding and stress relieving.
Engineered performance solution
TVM™ next-generation thermal and acoustic valve monitoring program covers all types of valves and provides a
key solution in helping customers monitor valve performance and determine steam leakage, whilst reducing CO2
emissions.
Calculation of related heat loss is accomplished using
in-house computer models developed for each typical
power plant valve application, along with the process
temperature and pressure data. The heat loss calculations are accurate within a 3% margin of error.
The steps you need to take to generate a TVM report are:
1. MCE receives instruction to proceed.
2. All valves to be included in survey are defined.
3. MCE technician attends site and conducts survey.
4. Process data is collected; heat & acoustic
readings taken.
5. Customised computer model provides results of survey.
6. Turnaround 2 weeks
Subsequently, a detailed survey is produced to determine valve leakage providing quantitative results (leakage is shown in lbs/hr. and MMBtu), not qualitative estimates. The results determine the cost of lost steam and
provide return on investment calculations furthermore;
they are the building blocks of an in-depth historical
database for predictive replacement analysis. The survey will also compile a repair/replacement list based on
safety, economics and reliability, regardless of valve type
or manufacturer. It will also identify those valves in the
survey which do not require attention/replacement.
The TVM report shall provide objective data deemed
necessary to allow the maintenance team to plan outages efficiently. The key benefits of the program include
operational cost assessments, useful for prioritizing
valve repair and/or replacement undertakings during
18 VALVEuser WINTER 2009
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pre-outage and determining the success of the repair or
replacement during post–outage. Not only are energy
costs reduced, but maintenance cost reductions can also
be realized and shut-downs simplified.
Valve leakage increases over time, particularly in high
energy systems. It is highly recommended that regular
cycle isolation testing is employed to maintain plant
efficiency and mitigate environmental impact. Other
benefits are:
l Cost avoidance of unnecessary repairs by identifying
tight valves.
l Reductions in cycle make up requirements
l Protection of other plant equipment from unnecessary heat loads or water induction problems
l Confirmation that plant equipment can be isolated for
repairs
l A program approach to cycle isolation will not only
help maintain peak efficiency but will decrease overall
valve operations and maintenance costs.
l Remember! From April 2010 you may be paying for
your carbon emissions. Why not act now and create
major cost savings by implementing a TVM scheme?
MCE Group, Tel: 01642 882211
Website: http://www.mceplc.com

Crane Fluid Handling
Presents 2009 Edition of
Technical Paper No. 410
...enhanced by its companion website
application enabling users to derive
application solutions based on their
parameters in real time.
Crane Fluid Handling, a leading
provider of highly engineered
products
for
fluid
handling
applications worldwide, is pleased
to announce the availability of the
2009 edition of Crane’s Technical
Paper No. 410 (TP-410).
Developed and published by Crane
and distributed via www.flowoffluids.com (an ESI business), the TP410 is a technical resource for en-

gineers, designers and engineering
students that explains the flow of
fluid through valves, pipes and fittings to aid in the appropriate selection of equipment for piping systems. Originally developed in 1942,
the TP-410 has been updated several
times, but the 2009 edition marks
the introduction of a companion
website containing a suite of webbased tools that solve equations
found within the paper. Other new
entries include chapters on Pumps,
Control Valves and Flow Meters, as
well as an updated bibliography and
technical references.

“We are excited about the new updates and the online aspect that will
be incorporated in bringing all of
its users up to date, and recruiting
new ones that aren’t currently aware
of its benefits.” Said Dale Friemoth,
VP Business Development at Crane,
“We are hoping that the seamless
integration of the new Flow of Fluids website with the 2009 edition of
Crane’s TP-410 will prove to be both
beneficial and appreciated by the engineering and valve communities.”
Crane, Tel: 01633 468 666
Visit www.flowoffluids.com (TP410.
com) and reserve your copy today.
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Solar powered actuators for slurry
pipeline in the Chilean desert
Rotork Skilmatic EH electro-hydraulic valve actuators
have provided a successful solution for the provision
of reliable emergency valve operation on a slurry
pipeline in one of the world’s most arid, inhospitable
and remote locations.

General view of the UVS–1 emergency plant centre,
showing the three Rotork Skilmatic EH
electro-hydraulic actuators, back-up nitrogen
tanks and the solar power panels.

The Atacama Desert in north-east Chile is traversed
by an eighty kilometre pipeline owned by the mining
company Compañia Minera del Pacifico SA. The pipeline
carries iron slurry from the town of Copiapo to the
port of Caldera, from where it is exported. The Rotork
actuators have been installed at the UVS-1 emergency
plant centre, half way along the pipeline and in the
middle of the Atacama Desert. Here, the annual rainfall is
a meagre 12mm and the ambient temperature fluctuates
between -15°C in winter and +40°C in summer.
Three Skilmatic EH electro-hydraulic actuators have
been installed to operate ANSI Class 1500 ten-inch
ball valves.
The actuators provide double-acting
on-off control for the valves, under remote SCADA
system supervision. The innovative Rotork Skilmatic
EH design comprises an integrated control module,
a hydraulic manifold and a power unit consisting of a
motor, hydraulic pump and reservoir. Protected by a
waterproof, dustproof and explosionproof enclosure,
the actuators’ electronic functionality benefits from
Rotork’s IQ intelligent electric actuation technology,
providing configuration, diagnostics, fault indication and
position indication by means of a digital visual display
and non-intrusive, two-way communication with a
hand-held programmer. The self-contained actuators
operate from a 24 Volt DC supply, enabling an efficient,
economic and environmentally friendly solar powered
battery system to be used. The security of emergency
operation is further enhanced at this site by back-up
nitrogen tanks which enable each actuator to perform
three valve strokes.
Gabriel De Visnyey, Rotork Fluid Systems Regional Sales
Manager for Latin America, explains: “The Atacama
Desert project is one of a number of remote pipeline
applications which have recently adopted the Rotork
Skilmatic EH solution. The features inherent in the
electro-hydraulic design are ideal for remote installations
and facilitate the use of renewable energy sources such
as solar power whenever possible”.

Close-up of one of the Rotork Skilmatic EH
electro-hydraulic actuator installations.
The hydraulic actuator pump and reservoir
are mounted above the hydraulic cylinder,
next to the integral control module. The
lever in the foreground enables the actuator
to be operated manually.

The actuators for the UVS-1 emergency plant centre
were sold by Rotork’s Chilean representative Ineco Ltda,
who are providing local support. The procurement and
construction contractor for the project is Constructora
Belfi and the engineering contractor is Brass.
Rotork Fluid Systems, Tel, 0113 205 7223
Website: www.rotork.com
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Mike Ball
Retires

After much deliberation Mike Ball has decided to
retire from active duties at Adanac with effect
from 30th November this year.
Mike and his partner Susan Ball
started Adanac 23 years ago and
it has grown far more than they
had ever anticipated and believe
this will continue to do so, through
Adanac’s association with major
manufacturers and distributors and
not the least through the continuing
diligence and commitment of all
their employees.
Mike Ball comments “I have
thoroughly enjoyed my time with the
company, of course there have been

BEL VALVES
BEL Valves is a leading supplier of Gate,
Ball, Globe and Check valves in sizes up to 42”
and pressures up to 15,000 psi for Subsea, Topside
and Onshore oil and gas applications. The products are
supplemented by a range of actuators and controls.
A recent addition to this product portfolio is the
E-Ball Valve, a double block and bleed all metal
sealing eccentric ball valve.
BEL has a vast experience in design of products for
Deepwater, High Pressure and HIPPS applications, working
with all leading Contractors and Oil & Gas Companies. BEL
currently have subsea valves hyperbarically tested to 3000
meters and in service at depths up the 2200 meters.

BEL Valves
St. Peters . Newcastle Upon Tyne . NE6 1BS . UK
Tel: +44 (0) 191 265 9091
Fax: +44 (0) 191 276 3244
E-mail: sales@belvalves.co.uk

www.belvalves.co.uk
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some bad patches, recessions, low
order books, and bad suppliers to
name a few but overall these have
easily been countered by our success
in growing the business, expanding
our range of services, securing that
big order and not the least gaining
the respect and support our business
colleagues
worldwide.
I
shall
remain as Non Executive Chairman,
Susan as Managing Director will
continue with her sterling work
managing the company finances and
administration.

In conclusion may I say a big thankyou
to all our customers and suppliers for
all the support and business Adanac
has received over the years and look
forward to their continued interest in
our company.”
Adanac Valve Specialties,
Tel: 01359 240 404
Website: www.adanac.co.uk

Alco Valves Ltd

World leading valve manufacturer, Alco Valves, is
expanding its operations further into the USA and has
recently opened a new sales, marketing, distribution
office, and warehouse in Houston, Texas. Located just
off beltway 8 this will be the regional office for the
Southern States and Mexico. The new premises are
approximately 5,000 sq ft to accommodate the existing
and rapidly expanding client base.
Alco Valves US Inc stocks a wide range of instrumentation
needle, ball, check and manifold valves from 1/2" to 1"
in both carbon steel and stainless steel.   The office is
managed by a team of highly experienced staff who
have previously worked in oil and gas related industries.
Technical assistance is also available for the Alco range of
Double Block & Bleed and monoflange valves, which are
now available up to 6" (150mm) in size.
  
Alco Valves US Inc, Tel 00 1 281 564 2526
houston@alco-valves.com
Website: www.alco-valves.com

Hobbs Valve at University
With a view to further understanding project
requirements; Hobbs Valve is pleased to
announce the enrolment of one of its employees
at Cranfield University. Mr Ashley Ford, one
of Hobbs’ promising young Design Engineers,
has been given the opportunity to attend
university on a part time course, and pursue a
Masters Degree in Offshore Pipeline Design and
Installation. Ashley, already a design graduate
from Swansea University, will seek to add
strength and depth to the resource of Hobbs’
Engineering Department, whilst also achieving
his personal objective.
“We are very keen to invest in our people, and
this level of commitment from both parties is
needed to move the company forward” said Alun
Hobbs, Managing Director.
Hobbs Valve, Tel: +44 (0)29 20861099
Website: www.hobbsvalve.com
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BEL Valves Subsea Electric
Actuation (SEA™)
The pace at which electricity is being
adopted as a trusted solution to
provide subsea actuation is increasing rapidly. From subsea trees to
subsea processing and pumping, it
will not be long before all electric
solutions for subsea developments
will be available to replace traditional electro-hydraulic technology.
BEL Valves Subsea Electric Actuator
(SEA™) has been developed to plug
the gap that exists downstream of
the subsea tree, with applications
including the manifold, SSIV, HIPPS,
PLET’s & PLEM’s. The BEL Valves
SEA™ actuator will power linear,
quarter turn and stepping applications as required to suit specific valve
applications.
As the Upstream Oil & Gas industry
looks to develop hydrocarbons in
ever more challenging environments,

new technologies are playing their
part in providing solutions to fields
that previously would have been
considered uneconomical to develop.
With longer tie backs to host platforms and deeper water depths,
subsea electric solutions will enable
remote hydrocarbons to be exploited
safely, with less risk of pollution and
at lower cost.
BEL Valves have developed their
SEA™ actuator range to compliment
their existing range of severe service
valves requiring both liner and rotary
motion to operate. Key attributes of
our SEA™ actuator range provide the
following benefits:Safety – with no hydraulics there is
no pressure contained in the actuator system reducing risk of pressure
related incidents.

Reliability – simplification of the
control umbilical by removing hydraulic lines and the control system by
removing the need for DCV’s. High
availability through use of redundancy, leading to less downtime.
Condition monitoring of potential
system faults.
Environment – zero discharge and
no requirements for disposal of fluids.
Technical – removal of back pressure
in hydraulic line reduces actuator
sizing. Reduced pressure compensation volume and greater flexibility
when choosing compensation system.
Fast closure and response
times and better control. Field proven technologies adopted.
Financial – Reduced project costs
for a smaller simplified umbilical.
Removal of control fluid and lower
intervention costs.
Reduced SIT
and commissioning. Reduced maintenance costs due to no topsides
HPU. Less complex equipment both
subsea and topsides. Elimination of
control fluid management requirements.
The upstream oil & gas industry has
been slow in adopting subsea electric actuation technology. One of
the reasons for this has been the lack
of qualified and field proven equipment. BEL Valves have designed,
developed and qualified the SEA™
actuator range drawing upon over
25 years of subsea valve/actuator
experience. The result is a range
of actuators perfectly mated to our
proven valve technologies, ready for
the next challenge!!!
Bel Valves, Tel: 0191 265 9091
Website: www.belvalves.co.uk
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Offshore Vietnam actuation
contract includes High Integrity
Pressure Protection System
Rotork Fluid Systems has been awarded a contract to supply pneumatic
valve actuators and packaged controls for a new offshore oil production
platform located in the South China Sea. Wellhead Platform B (WHP-B) is
a major component of the Su Tu
Den Northeast (STDNE) Field
Development, located in Block
15-1, offshore Vietnam.
Rotork is supplying forty-four
GP and CP range pneumatic
actuators for the on/off control
of ball valves in sizes ranging
from 2 inch to 24 inch. Included
in the contract is a GP-200C685A/C1 actuator to operate an
18 inch, ANSI Class 1500 ball
valve on a High Integrity Pressure
Protection System (HIPPS).
The WHP-B platform will be a
normally unmanned installation
and the safety-related function
of the HIPPS will be to provide
a failsafe back-up system to
ensure the containment of
hydrocarbons in the event of
pipeline or vessel overpressure.
The HIPPS will protect the
production
manifold,
pig
launcher, pipeline and manifold
from overpressure from the
STDNE wells. The first level
of protection is the Platform
Instrumented System, but if
this is unavailable, the HIPPS
is designed as an independent
second level of protection that
will detect an overpressure
scenario and ensure that the
STDNE production wells are
isolated.
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New Norgren Herion
Ventilation Protector
Norgren Herion Protect Valves and
Systems with their New Ventilation Protector

In outdoor installations, pilot air may not
be directed into the environment without
a protective system for the control units.
Aggressive ambient air or moisture, which
can lead to corrosion or ice build-up, may
not reach the interior of the system; dirt
and dust must also be prevented from
penetrating and insects from nesting in the
exhaust air channels. Traditional mufflers
can prevent influences like the entry of
insects, but they can only keep aggressive
ambient air out under certain conditions.
Their use outdoors is also hindered by
their porous structure, which allows water
to enter and even freeze in the muffler
material (sintered plastic or steel).
The new ventilation protector from Norgren
allows exhaust air to escape with minimal
restriction, it reduces the noise during
ventilation, and it reliably eliminates the
influences listed above. Its efficient working
principle corresponds to that of a check
valve. When the valve is not ventilating,
silicone rings seal the ventilation openings
in the protective system. During ventilation,
the escaping air forces the silicone rings
away from the openings; they then seal
tight again after the air as escaped.
The compact ventilation protector is
screwed directly into the exhaust ports of
the valves. It is available in two designs:
For switching valves with nominal sizes
up to 6mm and for switching valves with
nominal sizes up to 12mm. The connecting
threads are designed to fit NPT and G
threads.
Additional features at a glance:
- Low weight
- Mechanically stable
- Broad range of temperatures: –55° C to
+80° C
- operating pressure of 0 to 10 bar
- Materials are POM (plastic body) and
silicone (O-ring), resulting in a broad
compatibility range
- UV-stable, i.e. high resistance to aging
from intensive sunlight
Norgren UK, Tel, 01543 265000
Website: www.norgren.com
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Rotork Actuators with
thrust compensators
Assuring reliable operation of high temperature
chemical valves
A new production plant ordered by one of Japan’s leading chemical companies has been equipped with Rotork
IQPro intelligent electric actuators that are specially designed to assure the reliable performance of valves subjected to operation in high and dramatically fluctuating
temperatures.
The new plant, which is being installed by Mitsui
Chemicals Inc. at Ichihara, uses Mitsui’s proprietary
technologies to manufacture specialised chemical
products. During the process the gate valves operated
by the Rotork actuators will be handling gases at
temperatures between 300°C and 650°C.

In such severe operating environments there is a
potential danger that a closed valve could become
jammed in its seat as a result of the thermal expansion
of its valve stem. In extreme cases this can cause the
valve stem to distort or the valve to break. Conversely,
a valve that is moved to its closed position when at a
very high temperature can be prone to seat leakage if it
subsequently cools down.
In order to overcome these potential problems on
eighteen of the valves, Mitsui Chemicals accepted the
valve vendor’s recommendation to use Rotork IQPro
actuators equipped with a specially modified valve
stem nut design. The design – known as the thrust
compensator – was originally developed to overcome
critical high temperature applications in the nuclear
power generation industry. The thrust compensator
consists of a spring loaded stem nut that will absorb
any expansion or contraction caused by temperature
fluctuations without affecting the position of the closed
valve stem. The construction of the device is also
designed to ensure that the positive valve shut-off
demanded in critical applications is not compromised.
The Rotork thrust compensator design solution has
proved itself in many severe service applications. As
a result it is generally specified as standard for high
temperature operation by the manufacturer of the gate
valves supplied for the Mitsui Chemicals project.
Rotork Controls Ltd., Tel: +44 1225 733200
Website: www.rotork.com

Rotork IQPro valve actuators with thrust compensators
installed on the new Mitsui Chemicals plant.

www.safetysystemsuk.com

Pressure
Protection


Cutaway diagram of the thrust compensator, showing
how the stem nut is supported on springs to allow
expansion and contraction in response to thermal
changes without altering the valve position.

API / ASME
Spring and Pilot
Safety Relief
Valves
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Apollo Valves reappoint
Adanac Valves as cryogenic
modification specialists
Adanac receive their Approval Certificate from
Apollo Valves

From left to right: Neil West, Adanac Engineering Director, Susan Ball,
Adanac Managing Director, Allen Bellamy European Sales Manager Apollo
Valves and Dale Kingfisher Adanac Sales Manager

Apollo Valves have signed a new agreement with
Adanac Valve Specialists making them Apollo’s ONLY
approved modification facility in the UK and Europe.
The agreement will see Adanac continue to offer a full
range of cryogenic modification services for Apollo’s
Top Entry valves.
Apollo Valves are renowned for innovation and quality
and sought a valve modifier who shared the same
reputation and the values of commitment and dedication
to supporting their customers.
Allen Bellamy, European Sales Manager, stated “When
Apollo Valves looked for a Cryogenic Valve Modifier
Adanac Valves were brought to our attention. With a
valve as unique as the Apollo Top Entry it was essential
the valve modifier had to deliver the same exacting
standards of quality expected from an Apollo product
and with Adanac we found that. They continue to deliver
the highest levels of service and having worked closely
with them for a number of years we have no hesitation in
reappointing them as approved modifiers.”
Neil West, Adanac’s Engineering Director added “Adanac
have been working with Apollo Valves for a number of
years. During this time we have developed an excellent
working relationship, combining the quality of the Apollo
Ball Valve with Adanac’s modification expertise. Adanac
have a wealth of knowledge and experience in the
modification of standard ‘off the shelf’ product and we
are currently working very closely with Apollo to develop
a fully certified Firesafe, Cryogenic Top Entry Ball Valve.
The top entry ball valve has become the industry standard
for the LNG market, offering simple, in-line maintenance
with fewer leak paths; a combination which has proved
invaluable to the end user. Having established an excellent
working relationship between Adanac and Apollo, we are
eager for this to continue and grow in the future.”
Apollo Valves, Tel: 0161 212 3746
Website: www.apollovalves.com
Adanac Valve Specialties, Tel: 01359 240 404
Website: www.adanac.co.uk
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Emerson’s Fisher Control Valve
®

Diagnostics Enable Operational Cost and Maintenance Time Reduction at Sweden’s Iggesund Paperboard

Emerson Process Management’s
Fisher® control valve diagnostic
technologies are being used for
predictive maintenance to realise
operational savings at Iggesund Paperboard, a business of the Swedish
Holmen Group.

accurate insight into the health of
the valves. The ValveLink software
can be used to quiz the FIELDVUE
devices for additional information
or to run advanced diagnostic tests.
Travel Deviation alerts are a primary
indicator of control valve problems.

The Iggesund mill is one of the most
advanced, fully integrated pulp and
paperboard mills in the world. It
has an annual capacity of 330,000
tonnes of Invercote, a multilayered
solid bleached board. In order to
maximise availability, the plant has
moved away from scheduled maintenance of control valves to the predictive maintenance approach.

“The Travel Deviation alert is triggered when the control valve has
not moved to its required position
within a certain period of time,” said
Tommy Nielsen, the sites control
valve specialist. “This alert can indicate many potential faults, such as
an increase in friction, air leaks, mechanical faults or a physical blockage. Other alerts that we find most
useful, are the Cycle Counter and the
Travel Counter.”

At the mill, diagnostic information
from Fisher FIELDVUE® digital valve
controllers is delivered to Emerson’s
AMS® Suite predictive maintenance
software for access by plant personnel. The AMS ValveLink® software
application delivers the valve health
data, enabling plant personnel to
eliminate unplanned shutdowns,
reduce inventory of new valves and
spare parts, and decrease maintenance time.
“Almost ten years ago we realised
that our methods of maintaining
control valves and field instrumentation could be improved” said Peder
Hägglund, the Technical Manager
at the Iggesund mill. “Over time we
have installed over 200 of Emerson’s
FIELDVUE controllers and used the
diagnostic capabilities extensively.”
“We have worked with many end
user organisations across all industries, helping them to develop operating procedures around control
valve diagnostics,” said Wendy Nancarrow, the European Director for
Emerson’s Fisher valve instrumentation business. “Of all the companies
we have worked with, we believe
that Iggesund are one of the world
leaders in the use of online control
valve diagnostics technology to drive
plant performance improvements.”
The FIELDVUE diagnostics are accessible online. The real-time predictive diagnostics give a fast and

The Cycle and Travel Counter alerts
can be used to determine control
loop stability since both are indicators that the loop may be oscillating.
Oscillations can cause poor control
and can, in extreme circumstances,
lead to the loop being put into manual control. Poorly tuned loops can
lead to quality issues, excessive raw
material usage, an increase in energy
consumption and premature valve
wear. The maintenance department
at Iggesund is increasingly employing these two alerts as they look to
improve the overall performance of
the mill.
“The success of control valve diagnostics at our mill can be attributed
to many factors.” continued Hägglund. “We have a genuine interest
in innovative technologies, an enthusiastic team who have perfected the use of online control valve
diagnostics; and the success they
experienced has motivated people
throughout the organisation to drive
the necessary improvements.”
Fisher valves with FIELDVUE digital valve controllers are key components of Emerson’s PlantWeb® digital plant architecture that networks
process automation systems and
instrumentation to provide efficient
operations and predictive technology-driven maintenance for process
facilities worldwide.

Travel deviation can be viewed on
Emerson’s AMS ValveLink SNAPON software application as well as
being set up as an alert

Peder Hägglund and Tommy Nielsen
of Iggesund Paperboard have
developed a predictive maintenance
strategy for control valves

The Fisher FIELDVUE digital valve
controller installed on a Fisher
Vee-Ball® segmented ball valve

Emerson Process Management,
Tel: 0870 240 1978
Web: www.EmersonProcess.co.uk
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Emerson releases
®
Fisher 8580
rotary valve
Emerson Process Management
announces the release of the Fisher®
8580 rotary valve that delivers rugged
reliability and high cycle life, increasing
plant availability

Extensive laboratory verification was performed on the
Fisher 8580 to ensure reliability. Mechanical tests were
conducted to determine cycle life, fatigue life, vibration
resistance, temperature limits and pressure limits. In
addition, tests were performed on materials for the
Fisher 8580 valve body, disk, seals, shaft and bearings
to assure resistance to conditions that could lead to
deterioration in performance.
The new rotary valve can easily be installed in either
a horizontal or vertical orientation with no detriment
to performance or cycle life. This also enables left- or
right-hand mounting of the valve actuator, allowing
access for any installation.

The Fisher 8580’s disk design gives it an approximately
linear flow characteristic to provide precise throttling
control. The valve is offered with either a soft or
metal seal, providing capability for enhanced shutoff.
The interchangeable seal capability minimises parts
inventory requirements.
To facilitate use in all world areas, the Fisher 8580
meets API, ASME, and EN standards. The valve body
meets PN 10 through PN 40, CL150, and CL300 ratings.
Face-to-face and raised-face dimensions meet EN 593,
API 609, and MSS-SP68 standards.
Emerson Process Management, Tel: 0870 240 1978
Website: www.EmersonProcess.co.uk
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With the broadest range of products suitable for the process industries,
Asco Numatics is the supplier of choice for many of the UK’s processing plants.
With a range of solenoid and pilot valves, valve islands, filter regulators,
actuator control systems and redundant control systems,
Asco Numatics has the products you need.
For more information call 01695 713600
or visit www.asconumatics.co.uk

Easily-installed valve offers increased uptime in throttling control applications
The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co.
The ASCO logo is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2009 ASCO. All rights reserved.
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Design to get the best results
from your fluid seals
Following the introduction of the Seals Working Group
within the BVAA, here are a few ‘food for thought’
comments from the James Walker staff to help you get
the best out of your various sealing designs, and maybe
resolve a few problems.
Rapid Gas Decompression – ‘O’ ring groove design
Rapid gas decompression (RGD) used to be commonly
known as explosive decompression (ED). This gives
rise to damage as any one or mixture of the following:
blistering, internal cracking and/or splits, caused when
the seal is exposed to a high pressure gas and the
pressure is rapidly reduced.
The elastomeric components inside the valve are
susceptible to varying degrees to the permeation and
diffusion of gases dissolving in their surface. With time,
these components will become saturated with whatever
gases are in the system. Under these conditions – as long
as the internal gas pressure of the elastomer remains at
equilibrium with the ambient pressure – there is minimal
damage, if any, and no deterioration in performance of
the elastomeric component occurs (unless caused by
other factors such as chemical or thermal degradation or
by extrusion damage).
When the external gas pressure is removed or pressure
fluctuations occur, large pressure gradients are created
between the interior and the surface of the elastomeric
component. This pressure differential may be balanced
by the gas simply diffusing/permeating back out of
the elastomer. This may occur without damage if
the system de-pressurises slowly, especially if any
external constraints are not removed. However, if the
pressure loss is rapid and the physical properties of
the elastomeric compound cannot resist the growth of
cracks and blisters during the permeation process, then
structural failure of the seal is the inevitable result.
Figure 1. Shows one such
typical failure from RGD.
Whilst specialist elastomer
compounds give added
resistance to the effects of
rapid gas decompression
events, careful design of
the seal housing can also
assist these compounds to
give greater overall confidence in long term operation of
the valve.
Simply put, if the seal cannot swell as much with the
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diffusion of gas into it, then there is also less gas to get
out when the pressure drops. Thus, a regular ‘O’ ring
and groove design for standard use may not always be
optimal for use in RGD applications. As a general rule,
keep to the smallest section practical. Keep volume fill
of the groove relatively high, but consider the relative
volumes within the manufacturing tolerances of both
the seal and the machined parts. Never overfill an ‘O’
ring groove, of course, as rubber is incompressible. If in
doubt, consult your seal supplier for specific advice on
getting the optimal groove design for such duties.
Elastomers with chemical swell problems – solubility
parameter considerations
Depending on the media in contact with a rubber seal,
you will occasionally see some degree of swelling. Fluid
absorption from the pipeline occurs in the seal — and
remember that elastomers are also effectively fluids.
This swelling is generally reversible. The magnitude of
the effect varies depending on the fluid being sealed,
the elastomer type and the temperature. Such swelling
reflects the readiness with which the elastomer and its
surroundings mix (i.e., the relative magnitudes of the
solubility parameters of the two components).
Solubility parameter (d) is a thermodynamic property
that is related to the energy of attraction between
molecules. Thus, if a fluid has a solubility parameter
close to that of an elastomer, then attraction (and mixing
potential) will be high, and high volume swell will result.
This can be simply thought of as ‘like attracts like’ in a
chemical manner. Similarly the level of volume swell
will decrease as the difference in solubility parameters
between an elastomer and its environment increases.
Fluid viscosity also has a significant effect.
Solubility parameter (d) is defined as:
d= (cohesive energy density) which is a function of dH,
a hydrogen bonding parameter; dD, a dispersion force
parameter; and dP, a dipole moment parameter. The
interaction of complex fluids can be predicted by:
d= VA dA + VB dB + VC dC,
Where VA, VB, and VC are the volume fractions of
fluid constituents A, B and C, and dA, dB and dC their
individual solubility parameters.
Thus, whilst a given elastomer grade might be resistant
to chemical A as well as chemical B if each media is
quite different to the elastomer in terms of solubility
parameter, combining A and B might produce a mixture
which is more similar and therefore swelling could result.

Thus, care is required when selecting elastomers if a
chemical mixture is being used in a particular system.

The effect of high volume swell is to degrade physical
properties such as tensile strength, modulus and tear
strength and to soften the elastomer. This can lead
to seal damage due to extrusion between metal parts,
among other things. In general, volume swells greater
than 20% have a detrimental effect, whilst lower levels of
swell can sometimes benefit by increasing or maintaining
sealing contact stress.
Spiral-wound bonnet gaskets – groove clearances
It is quite common to seal a valve bonnet using a spiralwound gasket in a recess. However, there are some
valve bonnets where spirals have been used with too
little thought given to the actual I/D and O/D clearances
within the recess. Remember that these gaskets spread
radially upon compression and to some extent ‘fold’
inwards slightly as well. In order to achieve the correct
compression and tightness levels, you need the correct
clearances to achieve the final internal compression
and density within the filler material of the windings.
Typically the inner clearance may be about double that of
the outer clearance, but if the recess is open to the bore,
a larger I/D clearance is advisable to avoid the gasket
going into the bore and breaking up.

Compression packing – ‘combination sets’
Many manufacturers continue to use “combination” sets
of graphite packing. It is worth asking the question:
“What is the role of ‘end rings’ in combination graphite
sets”? Are you using such sets on quarter-turn valves for
instance? What do you think they actually do?

Most people still consider such end rings on combination
packing sets to be ‘wiper’ rings that are used to remove
graphite particles from the stem.
In reality, their
function is more likely to be one of wiping a boundary
lubricant on to the stem in order to prevent adhesion of
the expanded graphite material in the first place. They
do, of course, also act to some degree as a wiper to limit
ingress of foreign material, though this is somewhat of
a secondary function.
The grade of end ring material used in such combination
sets can greatly affect the efficiency of a set, and those
who have had difficulties in performing ISO 15848
emission tests with such combination sets will surely
understand the differences between different end ring
materials. Note also that fitting technique can have
an influence in these tests, as typical braided end ring
materials tend to be far softer than moulded die-formed
graphite intermediate rings.
Another option might be to consider a hybrid type
packing developed specifically for emission control when
conducting such tests. Again, operation in a quarterturn valve may be more straightforward, where the stem
does not pass through the end ‘lubricating’ rings in the
traditional combination packing set.
Corrosion issues with graphite packings
Wet packings cause corrosion of the gland area whilst
the valve is in storage. The solution may be more
obvious than you think – simply do the back-seat test
without any packing installed, then dry the gland and fit
the packing. Of course, endless moulded graphite rings
may not be as easy to use, although split rings can be
considered instead.
If in doubt ask…
Almost all seal suppliers will offer some form of
technical service and will be more than willing to assist
valve manufacturers in resolving sealing issues. It is
not uncommon for problems to arise simply because
the designers have invented their own seal style or size
without referring to the manufacturer’s
literature.
Producing custom items, especially in
small volumes is invariably expensive
and time consuming, so standard
items should be incorporated wherever
possible.
Discussion at the design
stage can often make life simpler for
all concerned in the long run, and
knowledgeable suppliers should be able to draw upon
past experiences to help the designer predict and avoid
potential problems.
James Walker, Tel: 01900 823555
Wesbite: www.jameswalker.biz
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AUMA actuators were selected to control a number of valves
that manage RockTron’s ash processing procedure

AUMA achieves
innovation nomination
AUMA’s innovation was recognised by Morgan Est at its
second Supply Chain Conference and Awards. Morgan
Est, a leading UK provider of infrastructure services
across the public and private sector, specialises in the
design and delivery of complex engineering projects.
Working in partnership with Morgan Est, AUMA has
assisted in actuation installation at a number of WwTW’s.
The project nominated for its innovative actuation
technology for the 2009 awards was Yorkshire Water’s
Esholt scheme.
AUMA’s modular actuator design has assisted both
the first phase retrofit and second phase upgrade at
Esholt. The adaptable actuation technology has enabled
compatibility and interchangeability of actuators across
both phases of the project: this has simplified installation,
commissioning and the rationalising of spare parts.

Modular AUMA
actuators support
pioneering
eco-mineral plant

Top marks for
AUMA training
As part of AUMA’s commitment to continuing professional
development, a comprehensive review process has been
initiated by the organisation’s UK division for its actuator
training and mentoring programme.
The training is designed to focus on practical guidance
for staff who are responsible for on-site actuator management and maintenance. To ensure coaching methods
used are engaging and vocational, AUMA Actuators Ltd
has introduced a comprehensive feedback procedure
which is completed immediately after the courses have
been completed.

AUMA’s adaptable approach to actuation has led to
selection of the company’s technology at a pioneering
eco-mineral fly ash processing plant. The groundbreaking RockTron technology based near Widnes in
the UK at Fiddler’s Ferry is being hailed as a landmark
environmental breakthrough.

AUMA reports that all 12 attendees of a recent training programme stated that the course would help to
improve their performance at work and 50% of those
delegates gave an excellent rating for all feedback categories across presentation, instructor qualities and
training materials.

The new plant, which is still in commissioning, will
convert 800,000 tonnes of coal-fired power station
waste-ash annually into valuable minerals for a number
of manufacturing sectors including cement, automotive
and aviation industries. Five valuable minerals will be
produced as a result and the need for ash dumping in
land-fill sites will be eradicated.

Auma Actuators Ltd, Tel: 01275 871141
Website: www.auma.com

Commenting on the selection of AUMA’s products, John
Bance, RockTron’s Director of Operations said “AUMA
actuators were selected to control a number of valves
that are key to managing the ash processing procedure.
New generation Profibus digital technology has been
adopted to provide enhanced communication and data
management. AUMA’s modular ‘plug and play’ design is
also assisting automation of the plant as this ensures
easy connection/disconnection of field devices from the
bus line.”
The range of actuators supplied by AUMA to RockTron
for the eco-mineral initiative at Fiddler’s Ferry include
modulating duty for control valves and open / close duty
for knife gate valve applications.
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Make your manual valve
fail-safe
The reliable clock-type springs may be set to deliver
precise torques and ensure complete seating of valves
in open or closed positions. This facility can prevent or
limit hazardous incidents and/or spillage when taking
process samples or draining batch production or storage
systems.
Fully sealed (to IP67 level) housings totally protect the
springs from the environment and three models are
available with end of stroke torques up to 40 Nm.

Kinetrol’s spring fail-safe
handles allow manual
operation of quarterturn valves with the
advantage of a positive
fail-safe action when
unattended.

ISO female drive units, suitable for direct mounting,
and male drive versions are available as well as ATEX
category 2 options for use in hazardous areas. Kinetrol
also offers a range of fire fail-safe spring assemblies
that can be set to operate valves at pre-determined
temperatures.
Kinetrol Ltd, Tel: 01252 733838
Website: www.kinetrol.com

BVAA Valve & Actuator
Users’ Manual
The last remaining stocks of this
184 page iconic industry
encyclopaedia covering valve and
actuator types, application and
design, selection techniques, etc.
are being offered at just £20 +p&p.
Contact sarah@bvaa.org.uk or
order via the Publications page
at www.bvaa.org.uk
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Koso Kent Introl combats corrosion
with first ever titanium choke valve
KKI supplies its first-ever titanium choke valve and
titanium HFL trim to a new mobile oil production facility
on the redeveloped Yme oilfield off the coast of Norway
Koso Kent Introl (KKI) has manufactured and supplied
its first-ever titanium choke valve. The valve was
specially designed for the redevelopment of the Yme
oilfield, located 100km offshore on the Norwegian
continental shelf. The Yme redevelopment comprises a
Mobile Offshore Production Unit (MOPUstor) to extract
crude oil, and a subsea storage tank. Stabilised crude
is exported from here via a submerged loading system
(SLS).
The oil extraction method at Yme includes a sea water
injection process, which replaces oil extracted from the
field with sea water, making the remaining oil easier to
recover. Salt water is extremely corrosive, so the valve
installed on the sea water injection pipeline needed to
be extremely hard wearing and corrosion resistant.

Hobbs Valve
Celebration

BVAA were delighted to attend Hobbs Valve’s
celebratory event on the 2nd of October 2009 at
their premises in Caerphilly. Hobbs held the event to
commemorate their fourth anniversary and celebrate
the expansion of their premises. The expansion has
meant that Hobbs Valve’s site has doubled in size,
with the new building being 6000sq foot. The Mayor
and local MP for Caerphilly attended the event to
wish Hobbs luck on their new venture.

Yme MOPUstor operator Talisman
Energy Norge AS turned to leading
severe service valve manufacturer KKI
for a solution. KKI had manufactured
control valves from titanium in the
past, so for the Yme installation the
company used this experience to
develop its first choke valve with
a titanium body and trim,
and titanium nitride trim
overlay.
The valve is subjected
to high pressures in the
pipeline, so the trim
specified is a two-stage
HFL pressure let-down
anti-cavitation device. HFL
trims are used to eliminate cavitation
and reduce noise by splitting the
flow into many radial jets
within the valve. Flow energy
10 Inch Titanium
is dissipated and erosional forces
Choke Valve
are reduced, minimising erosion on
the valve body and the downstream
pipeline.
The use of titanium gives the valve an
extended lifetime in the harsh service conditions at Yme.
The valve was designed to meet NORSOK material
requirements. It is a 10" (10"x10"x10") ANSI 150 valve
with a body material of ASTM B367 GrC-2 (titanium).
The valve was supplied and successfully fitted at the
Yme MOPUstor installation early in 2009.
David Johnson, Choke Valves Business Manager at KKI,
says: “We are always delighted to rise to a challenge
from our customers, and we are always developing and
enhancing our valves and trims to meet the demands
of increasingly severe service duties. Our first titanium
choke valve for Yme is the latest milestone on this
journey of continuous improvement.”
“We have more than 40 years’ experience of supplying
severe service valves and accessories. We use this
expertise and knowledge to help customers overcome
the challenges of high pressures, high temperatures
and high pressure-drop ratios found in severe service
applications in oil and gas, petrochemical and power
installations worldwide.”
Koso Kent Introl, Tel, 01484 710311
Website: www.kentintrol.com

Rhys Jones of Hobbs
Hobbs Valve, Tel: +44 (0)29 20861099
Website: www.hobbsvalve.com
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Heap & Partners’
office of the future?
Heap & Partners’ new Head Office is a model for how the
working environment has to provide more for staff than just a
place to work. As Managing Director David Millar said “Companies expect their staff to spend long periods of time
at work and staff expect to get more out of work than just a pay packet. Lines between work and play can blur to
the benefit of all, how else can you get good team work without social interaction?”
Since 1866 Heap’s head office has been in the North
West of England. For the last thirty years the company
has run three offices in the North West as well offices
in Teesside and London. Running three offices in the
North West alone was proving inefficient, expensive and
limiting to growth. So the search was on to find a site
big enough to take all three offices, provide additional
room for expansion and reduce costs. The company
was fortunate to be carrying out the search during the
property recession, which made sellers very receptive to
offers!
Canada Works (the site eventually chosen) covers
43,000 square feet giving the company ample room for
expansion. The warehouse portion was laid out as one
big open space. This meant the company was able to
choose how to lay out warehouse and production areas
to give the optimum flow of work from “Goods Received”
right through to “Despatch”.

Why “Canada Works”?

Before William Heap set up his engineering supply
company in Liverpool in 1866 he worked for the greatest
railway builder in the world Thomas Brassey. Brassey
built the original Canada Works (sadly long gone) a few
hundred yards away from Heap’s new Canada Works in
Birkenhead. The company even has some of the cobbles
from the original site which will be utilised at the new
site. “It seemed fitting to both William Heap and Thomas
Brassey to revive the name.” said David.

sofas, tables and chairs), informal meeting areas and
even a gym! Staff now come in early, stay late or use
their lunch time to keep fit. As David explained “Once
you have the space available, the cost of fitting out a gym
is nominal for a company, and it’s proving very popular”.
Fitness seems to be a theme with the company. The
office move has reduced the commute for the majority
of the staff. This in turn has seen the company join the
government cycle scheme which enables staff to buy
bicycles tax free through the company payroll system,
and at no cost to the company. The number of staff
members now cycling to work has shot up.

What about the future for this office?

The company isn’t planning to sit still! Work has begun
on installing a decked roof garden to give the staff a
garden area. The staff are apparently already pushing
for this to be complete for November the 5th so they can
hold a party up there. This will be a new addition to the
list of annual parties the staff already organise!
An application is also being submitted for the installation
of Solar and Wind power. David explained “This is more
than a token gesture to global warming. The first phase
would be the solar power and this alone would generate
one twelfth of our total electrical requirements (including
all of the CNC machines). In other words for one month
of the year we would need nothing from the national
grid. The second phase of a wind turbine would more
than double that!”

Conclusion

Heap & Partners is currently enjoying a period of growth
and is using this opportunity to substantially restructure
the company, lower costs, improve efficiencies and
provide more for their staff. In times of recession it’s
nice to see a manufacturer expanding and investing!
Heap & Partners Ltd., Tel: 0151 488 7222
Website: www.heaps.co.uk

Better Facilities

With the move came the opportunity to provide the staff
with more than just a more productive work area. The
company has installed a relaxing breakout area (with
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Big or small, standards apply (Tomoe)

DesktopatMWKellogg

ExternalExhibitions
This was a very busy year for external exhibitions, as BVAA attended Valve World Maastricht in November, Achema in Frankfurt in
shore Europe in Scotland in September. All
these shows were reassuringly busy. The latter
two exhibitions saw BVAA debut its brand new
exhibition stand, a step-change in quality over
our previous efforts and a highly visible beacon
for all visitors.

Advertising
BVAA recently embarked on an impressive ad-

Finally I would like to express my thanks to

DesktopExhibitions

vertising campaign in the technical press. Ini-

Rob, Sam and Sarah at the BVAA Secretariat,

Our own series of ‘desktop’ exhibitions has

tially this was related to our ‘Superb Backing’

for continuing to convert and realise our ideas

continued, with visits this year to Score in

and Training themes, but this was expanded

into tangible services and events, and for main-

Peterhead, MW Kellogg at Greenford and

this summer to promote the desktops con-

taining the momentum in the periods between

Snamprogetti at Basingstoke, with a return

cept. Record training bookings and increased

our meetings.

visit to Amec Aberdeen scheduled for Novem-

awareness of desktops programme of events

ber.

These remain a very popular activity

suggest a very successful outcome. Applica-

with members and are particularly welcomed

tions for BVAA membership remain at a very

by hosts, as it allows them to keep up with in-

high level, no doubt due in part to our contin-

dustry developments in the comfort of their

menced a complete overhaul of all our promotional material.

MASTERclass

Introducing BVAA’s Valve User Service

VALVEuser

Valve User features ‘Master Class’ training pieces, contributed by members.
These enable members to position themselves as the ‘authoritative voice’ on
subjects of their choosing. There is no charge to members.

MAGAZINE

to our industry by major users and customers.

The ‘Your VU’ opinion
column allows all
readers to express
their individual views
on virtually any topical
subject. It can be a
useful tool for opening
up industry debate.

Your Marketing Solution!
l
l
l
l
l
l

Do you have ambitious targets and slim budgets?
Looking for a Valve industry magazine with optimum penetration?
Want excellent editorial at ZERO cost?
Does advertising at 1/10th the normal rate sound attractive?
Have great stories, but no copywriting experience?
Wish there was a magazine by industry, for industry?

It needn’t be a puzzle, or
expensive, with Valve User.

Now You have all the Answers
Valve User is the valve industry’s own journal, edited and printed by
the not-for-profit British Valve & Actuator Association. The target
audiences are users, purchasers, supporters and suppliers of valves,
actuators and related products.
Valve User magazine and its partner website, ‘valveuser.com’, are
primarily aimed at providing the process flow control industry with
highly informative news, and of course marketing opportunities for
BVAA members.
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Valve User
c/o BVAA, 9 Manor Park, Banbury,
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Web: www.valveuser.com
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ACTIVITIES
BVAAAGM

Our last AGM was held at Ettington Park,

In April 2009 BVAA also made very success-

Stratford upon Avon, the most haunted hotel

ful return visits to Snamprogetti and MW Kel-

in England (a fact we kept from members until

logg, and a further event is scheduled for this

well after the event!). The Executive meeting

November at Amec in Aberdeen.

was preceded by an illuminating presentation
ScoredesktopinPeterhead

by Amanda Macmillan of the Nuclear Indus-

RegionalMeetings

tries Association, highlighting the opportuni-

A series of four meetings were held over the

ties that lie ahead for the industry from the

winter and spring periods, in the north west,

UK’s new nuclear build programme. Since

south Yorkshire, midlands and southern re-

then dozens of BVAA members have attended

gions. Centred on an informal supper and

the ‘sc@nuclear’ regional supply chain brief-

-

ings promoted and supported by BVAA and

portant in returning feedback to the secretariat

organised by the NIA. The AGM meetings,

and also for generating ideas for future strategy

regarded by many as our best yet, were topped

for the association.

off with a superb dinner and entertainment
from the Three Waiters, cabaret band China
Grove and dancing until 2am.

DesktopExhibitions
The BVAA desktop exhibition programme has



continued, with a welcome return to Score in



Peterhead in November. Easily our biggest
venue, thirty-two members exhibited and received hundreds of visitors throughout the
day. The event was preceded by a dinner for
exhibitors, generously provided by Score.

BVAAMidlandsRegionalDinner

12

SnamprogettiinBasingstoke

How do you
keep up with
valve industry
developments?

We all have difficulty getting out sometimes.

Time is a precious resource after all. But if you’re a significant user or buyer of valves and actuators, you really
do need to keep up with new technology and product developments, and keep an eye out for new suppliers.

BVAA has the Answer!
We bring the exhibition to you!
For many years the BVAA has been organising ‘desktop exhibitions’ for
major users, inside their own premises.
These zero cost, hassle-free events are managed by BVAA and are
customised to suit your needs at your convenience.

Solve your supply
chain issues over lunch

Designed for rapid set-up and breakdown, ‘desktops’ typically
fit around your lunch period, to minimise downtime. We
demonstrate the latest products, provide unrivalled industry
advice, and have over 100 leading UK companies to choose from.

“We have had very positive feedback from
exhibition attendees. We are already looking
forward to doing it all over again”
- Dave Anderson, Score.

Previous hosts include:Ministry of Defence, Foster Wheeler,
AMEC, MW Kellogg, Stone & Webster,
Snamprogetti, British Energy, Score, Aker
Kvaerner, KBR, Parsons...

British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/exhibitions.asp

Leeds Valve
achieves latest
ISO standard
UK based Butterfly Valve manufacturer Leeds Valve,
has recently been approved by Lloyd’s Register Quality
Assurance to ISO 9001:2008. The Quality Management
System is applicable to the design and manufacture
of butterfly valves for industrial applications. This
represents yet another significant step forward for Leeds
Valve since the acquisition by Flow Group in October
2007.
“This is a tremendous achievement by the Leeds Valve
management team as they are the first of our group
businesses to be approved to the new standard. This
approval demonstrates both Flow Group’s and Leeds
Valve’s ongoing commitment to maintaining the most
up to date requirements of our customers and markets”,
says Managing Director John Wall.
Leeds Valve, Tel: 0113 252 5051
Website: www.leeds-valve.com or www.flowgroup.co.uk

Innovative and Reliable
Valve Solutions
New High Flow Model VBP Series Volume Booster Delivers
System Stability

Superior Performance Throughout the Full
Operational Range
This patent pending unique product offers equal
internal operating forces to function the valve
element to the open and vent positions
The EQUAL force allows identical inlet and vent
orifice diameters: controlled actuators exhaust the
air quickly resulting in reduced closing times

1/2" Volume Booster

1" Volume Booster

Bifold announces the introduction of the model VBP series high flow
volume booster for pneumatic and gas service. This unique product
functions with a working pressure range of 2 to 10 bar g, with
maximum inlet pressure of 20 bar g and operates with a working
temperature of -20ºC to +180ºC. The design offers a choice of two
sizes with various port threads which allow plumbing flexibility for
easy hookup.

www.bifold.co.uk
BVAA Valve User Magazine December 2009 .indd 1

The performance of the Volume Booster eliminates
the need for additional quick exhaust valves enabling
reduced costs and installation time
Extremely compact modular design constructed out
of 316 stainless steel
Patent pending pilot sensing assembly
Soft seat design
Finely balanced design to minimise the impact of both
downstream and upstream pressure variations
For more information:Bifold, Greenside Way, Middleton
Manchester, M24 1SW, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)161 345 4777 Fax: +44 (0)161 345 4780
Web: www.bifold.co.uk
29/10/2009
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Hardide Coatings secures
approval from Flowserve
A new line of coated metal ball and seats
Hardide Coatings’ unique tungsten carbide-based coating
has been approved for use on a new line of coated
metal ball and seats, and has secured first orders from
leading provider of flow control products and services,
Flowserve Corporation.
Flowserve has approved Hardide for use on its McCANNA
standard metal seated valve applications. The use of
Hardide has enabled Flowserve to offer the base metal
in 316SS steel for use in severe service applications that
require metal to metal seating, including abrasive and
slurry applications.

Matthews Engineering
Training Ltd

Flowserve will offer Hardide as a standard metal
seated option for the McCANNA seal top entry ball
valve on ½" to 4" RP/FP, ANSI 150-1500 and cryogenic
to 800OF maximum temperature applications. These
results follow two years of co-operation between the
companies which included extensive engineering design
and testing. Hardide is also working with Flowserve on
the re-design and testing of two other product lines with
results expected within the next three to six months.
Nick King, Hardide Business Development Manager said:
“Hardide coated balls and seats were still operational
after more than 70,000 cycles in slurry where
Stellite failed in 29,000 cycles. This is a prime
example where Hardide has worked closely with a
customer to engineer and prove a coating solution
which gives their product competitive edge both
technically and commercially.”

ASME CERTIFICATED
PRV TRAINING

ASME-certificated training courses in PRV maintenance,
inspection and testing. Hands-on training programmes
(2-4 days) involve classroom instruction, stripdown/inspection
exercises and the use of PRV test equipment.

Practical PRV workshop training covering:
l
l
l
l
l
l

PRV theory and practice
Code requirements: ASME/EN/API
PSSRs /inspection reporting/RBI
PRV stripdown and inspection
Lapping/flatness/surface finish
Body/leak and lift testing

Courses are held at various locations throughout the UK.
New locations for 2010 include CATCH centre, Immingham For
scheduled public course see the website below. Alternatively, contact
Cliff Matthews directly on enquiries@matthews-training.co.uk, or
telephone 07732 799351.

In-company PRV courses for up to 8 delegates are held
regularly at client’s sites.
Matthews Engineering Training Ltd is an Authorized global training
provider to The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

www.matthews-training.co.uk
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Hardide Plc, Tel, + 44 (0) 1869 353 830
Website: www.hardide.com

Suitable for end-users/plant operators, inspection engineers
and contractors in all process/ petrochemical industries.
Certificates issued by ASME

Engineering 40
Advert
2009.indd 1
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Hardide Coatings manufactures and applies
tungsten carbide-based coatings to a wide range
of engineering components made from ferrous
and nickel-based alloys. Its patented technology
provides a unique combination of ultra-hardness,
toughness, low friction and chemical resistance
in one coating. The technology is proven to offer
dramatic cost savings through reduced downtime
and extended part life. The coating is particularly
suited to oil and gas industry sealing and bearing
surface applications. Customers include leading
energy services companies, as well as aerospace
and other general engineering manufacturers.

13/11/2009 11:30

How do you
keep up with
valve industry
developments?

We all have difficulty getting out sometimes.

Time is a precious resource after all. But if you’re a significant user or buyer of valves and actuators, you really
do need to keep up with new technology and product developments, and keep an eye out for new suppliers.

BVAA has the Answer!
We bring the exhibition to you!
For many years the BVAA has been organising ‘desktop exhibitions’ for
major users, inside their own premises.
These zero cost, hassle-free events are managed by BVAA and are
customised to suit your needs at your convenience.

Solve your supply
chain issues over lunch

Designed for rapid set-up and breakdown, ‘desktops’ typically
fit around your lunch period, to minimise downtime. We
demonstrate the latest products, provide unrivalled industry
advice, and have over 100 leading UK companies to choose from.

“We have had very positive feedback from
exhibition attendees. We are already looking
forward to doing it all over again”
- Dave Anderson, Score.

Previous hosts include:Ministry of Defence, Foster Wheeler,
AMEC, MW Kellogg, Stone & Webster,
Snamprogetti, British Energy, Score, Aker
Kvaerner, KBR, Parsons...

British Valve & Actuator Association
9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Tel: 01295 221270 Fax: 01295 268965
Email enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
www.bvaa.org.uk/exhibitions.asp

Holford Contract Award
for The Schuck Group
The Schuck Group are pleased to announce that a substantial order has
been secured for the design, manufacture, testing and commissioning
of valves and actuators for the Holford Gas Storage Project.
The contract award is for the supply
of a wide range of valves which
serves to underline Schuck’s ability
to deliver a comprehensive project
capability both in product and
management.
The Holford project includes:
• Welded steel ball valves, API
6D, 1" to 24", up to ANSI 900
complete with electric actuators
• Welded steel ball valves, API
6D, 1" to 24", up to ANSI 900
complete with spring return
actuators
• Welded steel ball valves, API
6D, 1" to 28", up to ANSI 900
complete with manual operating
gears
• Insulating Joints for cathodic
protection, 12" to 30" up to
PN115
The Schuck Group has a reputation
synonymous with quality engineered
products and has supplied many
flagship projects throughout the
world.
Schuck’s commitment to
the UK market has been further

strengthened with the formation of
a dedicated sales & service center in
Hinckley, Leicestershire in 2008.

development programme and long
term commitment to the UK Oil &
Gas Industry.”

David Melrose, Schuck UK Managing
Director explains “Many UK customers are familiar with Borsig Valves,
a company The Schuck Group acquired in 1977 and consolidated into
our main manufacturing facilities in
Steinheim, Germany.

The Schuck UK product range
consists of the following items:
• Welded body ball valves form 1"
to 56" up to ANSI 900
• Top entry ball valves from 6" to
54" up to ANSI 900
• Non Slam Check Valves from 1" to
54" up to ANSI 900
• Monolithic Insulation Joints from
1" to 40" up to ANSI 2500

“The acquisition of Borsig complimented Schuck’s established range
of products and completed the company’s ability to supply products
for both transport and distribution
within oil and gas pipework systems.
Schuck’s modern manufacturing
headquarters in Steinheim, employs
over 300 people and is testament
to the company’s commitment to a
quality based production platform.
A strong design bias keeps the company at the forefront of development
of both valves and actuation systems
to meet the ever more challenging
demands placed upon us.
“It’s important for our customers
to know that Schuck will continue
to deliver equipment to the highest
standards possible and in a cost
effective manner.
Establishing a
sales and service center in Hinckley
is an integral part of the company’s

BVAA welcomes
users’ views and
articles.
Submissions to
rob@bvaa.org.uk
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Actuation and control systems
include, manual, electric, spring
return, gas over oil, subsea and many
other systems.
Schuck Valves Ltd,
Tel: 0800 634 0082
Website: www.schuck-group.com
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Improve Maintenance Safety with
Double Block and Bleed Valves
In today’s demanding oil and gas applications where the operating pressures and temperatures are increasing, the need for safety and the need
for assured valve shut off providing
absolute and verifiable isolation are
regularly becoming the standard for
critical applications.
Valves are a vital part of processes
in the industry as they provide flow
control and isolation. In an ideal
world all valves would give 100% assured bubble tight sealing for their
life span, unfortunately, for much of
the industry this is not always the
case. In demanding applications,
service duties are rarely clean or
kind to valves. The problems range
from high velocities (particularly
when opening valves on gas/ multiphase flow against high differential

pressure) to fluids that are entrained
with foreign particles or pipelines
affected by scale, corrosion, and
other debris.

is required, with considerable extra
weight and extra costs associated
in the maintenance of having two
valves in place.

These problems are exacerbated
where valves are protecting equipment that requires regular maintenance. In these situations plant
operators demand two levels of isolation to ensure safety and integrity
of the system. As a result, Double
Block and Bleed (DBB) systems
have been developed.

Today, there are a number of advanced technologies available to
end-users, each of these offer different benefits. H.S.Pipequipment is
one of the UK’s largest valve stockists and providers of flow solutions
to the oil, gas and petrochemical industries. Through their knowledge
and relationships with manufacturers, they are able to offer a range of
products for DBB applications.

For many years the typical approach
to provide double isolation is to
have two valves in tandem and a
bleed point between the valves to
establish the sealing integrity of the
upstream valve. This configuration
is far from optimum as more space

Flowserve Video for the
Nuclear Power Industry
Showcasing Valve and Actuator Technology,
Now Available for Download on Web Site

Flowserve Corporation, a leading
provider of flow control products
and services for the global infrastructure markets, has announced
the availability of a valve and actuator technology video for the nuclear
power industry.
The video highlights the design features and qualification program of
the Flowserve Edward Main Steam
Isolation Valve (MSIV), Main Feedwater Isolation Valve (MFIV), and
Type A actuator designs. The excellent track record and functionality
of the Flowserve Edward MSIV are
just part of the reason Flowserve
valves have been selected for nuclear power plant installations all over
the world.
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“The Flowserve Edward line of
products are installed in nuclear
applications around the world because of their long-standing, exceptional safety record and reliability,”
said Floyd Bensinger, Product Manager, Flowserve Flow Control Division. “We are excited to showcase
this industry-leading technology.”
The video details Flowserve nuclear
qualifications and demonstrates the
rigorous testing procedures applied
to MSIVs and actuators. A copy of
the video can be downloaded at
www.flowserve.com/MSIV.
Flowserve Flow Control (UK) Ltd.
Tel, 0144 314400
Website: www.flowserve.com

There are two main types of product grouping for this application,
Instrument Double Block and Bleed
(typically 2" and below where the
application is pressure connections,
chemical injection etc) and the larger
and more demanding application of
in line valves (typically these valves
are 3" and above, used for process
or equipment isolations.) There are
a number of additional technologies
and options available for the larger
DBB valves.
The main products available in the
market are: • Single Ball Valve with DBB seat
sealing capabilities including
double piston effects seat.
• Double Ball Valve in either cartridge AP1 6D single valve dimensions or special dimensions.
• Double Isolation Plug Valve.
• Twin Disc Triple Offset Butterfly
Valves.
• Split Wedge or Expanding Gate
Valves.
• Through Conduit Valves.
The traditional product for the industry has been the soft-seated ball
valve. In practice the soft seats in
these valves are vulnerable and can
often require regular replacement.
In these applications, trunnion
mounted metal-seated valves have
often been utilised. However, whilst
these valves give excellent isolation
within the factory environment, in
severe service it often does not take

much for the surfaces to deteriorate
resulting in seat leakage.
It is well known that the softer the
seat, the easier it is to get a seal.
The problem is in critical applications
the medium is often abrasive and
erosive, as a result seating materials
get progressively harder. In the case
of DBB, the pressure upstream may
try to assist in sealing the first valve,
though the seats are often damaged
due to the high differential pressure.
In addition problems often occur
with the second valve, as the pressure in the cavity is so low there is no
pressure energising the seats.
The first novel approach to double
block and bleed was to use the cavity relief on a trunnion mounted ball
valve to provide verification of leakage. The problem here was that the
seats were still vulnerable to damage
and ingress. If the first seal failed
the spring force on the second was
often not enough to contain the
pressure, therefore, the second seal
was prone to fail. Various seat designs have been utilised to overcome
this problem, and generally two seat
designs are utilised.
In DBB ball valves the finished product can be side entry, top entry and
also welded body and can be supplied
in an above or sub-sea configuration.
The bleed system for these valves
can be globe, gate or ball valves.
The main advantages of these types
of valves compared to the traditional
DBB approach include space and
weight saving, lower costs, fewer
leak paths a number operational
advantages when actuation is required.

compared to ball valve technology.
Furthermore, it is reliable, rugged
and low maintenance. The design
has typically opposed plugs to maximise the passage through the valve.
The protected seats enable throttling and some multi-phase flow to
occur with minimal problems and the
metal to metal seats trap the sealant
film to give 100% bubble tight sealing, which can be maintained over
the life of the valve.
A newcomer to the market is the
triple offset butterfly valve. The advantages of this valve is the broad
seal contact width that is less susceptible to leakage resulting from
minor damage to the sealing service
and the torque seating capabilities.
However, there are some additional
advantages of the butterfly valve design, which include, low initial cost,
minimal maintenance, low weight
and a small footprint.
Derrick Mackenzie, General Manager
of H.S.Pipequipment’s Aberdeen office comments, “Double Block and
Bleed valves have evolved to provide
greater savings in weight, space
and installation times. However, the greatest savings
are the reduction of

leak paths to the atmosphere, which
reduces the risk of potential hazards
and improves maintenance safety.”
Correct valve selection is critical to
the smooth and efficient running
of all plants. For over 30 years
H.S.Pipequipment has assisted their
clients by identifying, supplying and
distributing the correct valve for applications throughout the industry.
This has been accomplished through
HSP’s established relationship with
leading manufacturers including,
Serek Audco, Hobbs Valves UK and
Valbart. HSP can fulfil orders of any
size or complexity, from a single valve
to a multi-million pound EPC project.
HSP’s capability and strength covers
the full supply chain from assisting
in the selection and technical evaluation of the best product through
order placement, expediting and delivery.
H.S.Pipequipment,
Telephone: 01635 201329
Website: www.hsp.co.uk

The DIPV (Double Isolation Plug
Valve) design has two separate
valves in one single face-toface body; the advantage
being the second valve is
completely independent
to the first. It is compact, lightweight and
lower cost when

Serck Audco Double Isolating Plug Valve
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Appointments

Flowserve Names Mark A. Blinn Next President
C.E.O Succeeding Retiring Lewis M. Kling
Lewis M. Kling Elected Vice Chairman of the Board

Flowserve Corporation, a leading provider of flow control
products and services for the global infrastructure
markets, recently announced that its Board of Directors
has named Mark A. Blinn, 47, as its next President and
Chief Executive Officer, beginning October 1, 2009
and as a member of the Board of Directors, effective
immediately.
The company also announced that Lewis M. Kling,
the company’s current President and Chief Executive,
who’s previously announced retirement is scheduled for
February, 2010, has been elected Vice Chairman of the
Board effective October 1.
“I have worked very closely with, and relied upon Mark
as our Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and
Latin American Operations for over four years,” said
Kling. “He is an outstanding global executive and is
ready to lead the company. The timing of this transition
will enable Mark, with my support, to effectively drive
the Company’s 2010 strategic and financial planning
processes, which are now getting underway. It will also
allow five months for transition and my oversight before
my planned retirement from Flowserve this coming
February.”
Blinn joined Flowserve in 2004 as Chief Financial Officer
after serving in the same capacity at Kinko’s prior to its
acquisition by FedEx. He earned a B.S. degree from the
school of engineering, a J.D. in law and an M.B.A. from
Southern Methodist University in Dallas. In addition to
his role as CFO with Flowserve, Blinn has also been in
charge of Latin America operations for the company
since October, 2007.
Flowserve non-executive Chairman of the Board, James
O. Rollans said, “Our Board has been extremely pleased
with Lew’s effectiveness as Flowserve’s President
and Chief Executive Officer. Over his four-year tenure
revenues have grown consistently, nearly doubling,
while net profits have grown ten fold, and we now have
a world class operation and organization. In addition
to the outstanding financial performance, Lew has
also prepared Mark well as his successor. The Board
is confident that Mark and the Company’s outstanding
executive leadership team will drive Flowserve to even
higher levels of value creation for our shareholders.”
Kling, who will retire on his 65th birthday in February,
has been working closely with the board on a succession
planning strategy since early 2008. “I am very proud of
what Flowserve employees have accomplished over the
past four years. I am now looking forward to supporting
a smooth transition for our employees, customers and
shareholders. As Vice Chairman, I will be able to be
actively engaged at the board level, as well as support
the management team as they begin the planning process
for 2010,” Kling added.
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Blinn stated, “It is truly an honor to be selected by the
Board for this leadership role, and I am excited about the
opportunity to lead Flowserve, which has an outstanding
team of employees, proven products, financial strength
and an excellent customer base throughout the world. I
am also grateful to Lew for his insightful guidance over
the years and his continued assistance, as well as the
Board members for their confidence in me. I am eager
to assume my new responsibilities and firmly believe that
Flowserve’s executive management team and dedicated
employees are the best in our industry and will continue
to support our industry leadership and growth into the
future.”
Flowserve Flow Control Ltd.
Tel, 0144 314400
Website: www.flowserve.com

Appointments

Emerson appoints
Sales & Marketing Director

Valves and Regulator Sales & Marketing Director for UK and Ireland
Emerson Process Management announces the appointment of Mark Perry as Sales and Marketing Director
for Valves and Regulators in the UK and Ireland.
Based at the Stockport facility, Perry will be responsible for class leading Fisher® control valves, regulators,
instrumentation and performance services.
“We are delighted to offer Mark this important role,”
said Paul Smith, the General Manager for Emerson
Process Management in the UK and Ireland.
“Many UK businesses are seeing a significant contribution to their bottom line by applying our high performance valve and regulator products. Mark’s experience
and enthusiasm will be fundamental to delivering these
benefits to all our customers.”
Perry joins Emerson from Siemens Automation &
Drives where he was responsible for the UK manufacturing execution systems (MES) and control systems
businesses. Perry has been a leading figure in the
process control industry and has extensive experience
within power, water, petrochemical, pharmaceutical,
oil and gas and general process markets.
“Many end users gain the benefits that high performance valves and predictive control valve diagnostics
can bring,” said Perry. “I look forward to helping
new and existing customers achieve their operational
efficiency, plant safety and environmental compliance
targets by adopting our latest technologies such as
the FIELDVUE® digital valve controller and Smart
Wireless.”
Perry will replace Alan Johnson who has started
his new role of Key Account Director Europe for
Emerson’s Fisher valves business.
Emerson Process Management, Tel: 0870 240 1978
Web: www.EmersonProcess.co.uk
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Goodwin International:
Non-Slam Nozzle Check Valves
Goodwin International, world renowned for its design,
manufacture and supply of high technology Dual Plate
Check Valves to the world's hydrocarbon, energy and process industries, now includes within its range of check
valve solutions the Goodwin-Noreva Nozzle Check Valve.
With the acquisition by its parent company, Goodwin
PLC, of Noreva GmbH, the addition of axially operated non-slam valves into the Goodwin portfolio, sitting
alongside the Goodwin range of Dual Plate Check Valves,
enhances Goodwin International's position to provide
cost effective technical solutions where reliability and
high performance is an absolute necessity. The Goodwin-Noreva Nozzle Check Valve is founded on some 70
years of proven and established design, technology and
experience.
The Nozzle check valve is installed to prevent and protect
against the consequences of unintended reverse flow.
Due to its short stroke length and fast speed of response
the Nozzle check is ideal for critical / severe pump and
compressor applications. The fundamental benefits and
features of the Goodwin-Noreva Nozzle Check Valve are:
l
l
l
l

sign in sizes 12" and larger (Models N-B and N-BK). In
this the ring disc is guided by springs and friction-free
radial guides. Being frictionless movement its speed of
response is faster than that of competitors’ designs giving rapid non-slam closure and providing superior backflow protection. With the ring shaped flow ports, annular flow path through the valve and low critical velocity
required to fully open the valve, the disc ring design gives
the additional advantage of very low pressure losses and
reduced life cycle costs.
The Goodwin-Noreva range is available in sizes 1" to 88",
pressure classes ANSI 150# to ANSI 2500#, different
body styles to meet customer requirements and an extensive range of metallurgies.
N-ZK & N-ZSK
The N-ZK is the standard valve for sizes 1" to 10" in
pressure classes ANSI 150# to ANSI 2500#. With its
optimum designed aerodynamic flow path through the
valve the N-ZK produces very low pressure losses. With
a shorter face-to-face than the N-ZK, the NRV-ZSK is
installed where space is at a premium.
N-B & N-BK
The N-B is the standard valve for 12" and larger in pressure classed ANSI 150# to ANSI 2500#

Non-slam closure
Very low pressure loss
Metal sealing
Maintenance free

Unique to the Goodwin valve, and differentiating it from
its competitors, is the employment of the disc ring de-

With its optimum designed aerodynamic flow path
through the valve and friction-free valve disc guiding the
N-B produces very low pressure losses. The N-BK provides shorter face-to-face and reduced weight and is a
lower cost solution where space is at a premium or marginally higher pressure drops can be accepted.
Goodwin International Ltd. Tel: 01782 220000
Website: www.checkvalves.co.uk

Type N-ZK
Type N-ZSK
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Type N-BK

Type N-B

Truflo Marine unveil new Flow & Test
Cycle Rig - Going with the Flow

Truflo Marine is proud to announce
that their new in house ‘Flow &
Test Cycle Rig’ will be ready for
commissioning at the end of September 2009.

Pepperl+Fuchs New
Literature for Valve
Position Sensors
The new catalogue from Pepperl+Fuchs focuses on valve
position sensors, interfaces and networking solutions for
process applications. The selection table format enables a
quick and easy comparison
of different sensor options
making the catalogue an
invaluable tool for anyone
designing or specifying valve
position sensors for process
applications. The catalogue
is
also
packed
with
background information on
ATEX classifications, and
practical information on
application and mounting.
As well as sensors the
catalogue also includes
details
of
interface
barriers for hazardous
area applications and
AS-Interface networking
options. Free copies are
available on request from
Pepperl+Fuchs.
Pepperl & Fuchs GB Ltd. Tel: 0161 633 6431
Website: www.pepperl-fuchs.com

The Flow & Test Cycle Rig will enhance Truflo Marine’s portfolio of
existing test capabilities which includes portfolio fatigue, fire, cryogenic and cycle testing. Operating
under realistic test conditions, the
facility will provide Truflo Marine
with far greater control of the testing process as it will allow for in
depth experimental programmes.
Valves in development can be
tested to ensure that the design
is valid prior to the process being
taken further. Complete with fully
automatic cycle testing, Truflo Marine will have the ability to cycle
test valves while recording data 24
hours per day. The test facility will
also be contracted out to third parties; Truflo Marine will be one of
only a few companies who can offer such test facilities.
The Flow & Test Cycle Rig is certainly an impressive piece of kit.
Operating at 40 bar, the roof
mounted tank holds 10,000 litres
of water which weighs 10 tonnes.
In addition, there is approximately
a further 1,500 litres (1.5 tonnes)
of water in the pipework.
Truflo Marine, Tel: 0121 327 4789
Website: www.truflomarine.com
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Valve Position Detection in Modern
Process Installations
In the process industry, valves and actuators are
historically used for controlling and diverting fluid flows.
Increasingly the plant engineers want a feedback signal
of the current position of valves, taps and actuators in
the control system. This feedback is generally obtained
by use of inductive sensors which are built into a
switchbox, or double sensors which are mounted directly
on actuators or the manual valve. This article gives an
insight in to the type of sensors that are applied in the
field and the emerging trends in the market.

State of the Art with Regard to
Standardisation

Industry standards can be viewed as both positive and
negative toward technology development. On the one
hand they limit creativity but on the other side they
ensure that the apparatus of several manufacturers is
compatible. Most Manufacturers now build position
feedback equipment to VDI/VDE3845.

Fig 2

This system shows many features including compact size
and very simple assembly, no mounting kit, pre-wired,
connector and terminal connection. Highly visible puck
and LED’s for status indication.

The Switchbox

The term “switchbox” commonly describes the integration
of sensors (barrel, slot, micro-switch or dual styles), cam
and connectors in an enclosure, this is then mounted on
the pneumatic actuator. This solution was designed so as
not to expose the sensors to the immediate environment
and influences, and to be able to use standard sensors
see Fig 1.

Inductive Sensors versus Mechanical
Switch

In all areas of industry where the mechanical switch was
previously a much-used solution for a diversity of control
problems, nowadays the approach has changed. The
sensor is now the solution. This is a consequence of the
ability of sensors to offer significant speed and reliability
advantages:
Fig 1

The Open Solution

The term “open solution” describes a double sensor
mounted directly on automated or manual valves with no
enclosure (see fig 2).
The design of this system takes into account the VDE/
VDI 3845 standard. The sensors are activated by two
stainless targets mounted at 90 degrees to each other
on a “puck”. The puck itself is mounted by one screw
directly onto the actuator stem.
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-

Entirely solid state, as a result, no wear and tolerance
modifications
Faster output switching
Hysteresis and repeatability can be defined
electronically much more successfully than in a
mechanical device
No welding or corrosion of output contacts
Little or no influence of clogging or humidity
No contact bounce (output echo)
LED indication on most sensors to show when the
sensor has switched. This makes maintenance and
commissioning simpler and quicker

Typically the average life span of an inductive sensor is
considerably longer than those of a mechanical switch.
Historically, mechanical switches were used for valve
feedback due to the difference in price, the fact that

a switch polarity does not need to be considered and
cut and paste designing. By use of modern techniques,
Pepperl+Fuchs have succeeded in bringing sensors to the
market which eliminate the few remaining advantages of
the mechanical switch.

Possible Sensors for Valve Position
Detection

Choosing the correct sensor can be achieved in 5 simple
steps:
Step 1: Switchbox or open solution?
Weigh the aforesaid advantages and disadvantages
against each other and make the choice. You either
require the protection that the switchbox gives, or the
simplicity and convenience of an open solution. Most
valve suppliers offer as a matter of course the two
solutions. You will find that switchboxes come in all
sizes and weights, and in several qualities and classes.

direct
Standardization
Terminal Compartment
IP-classification
Expense
Size
Number of components

top mount
~
~
3
3
3
3

box solution
3
3
~
x
x
x

Step 2: Define electrically the final termination a sensor
will have to the control system which regulates the
process (AC, DC, Namur etc). Of overriding importance
is whether the system is used in an explosive area. We
see the following electrical connection types:
-

-

-

Three wire DC Sensors. These sensors have dedicated
output wire beside the two for power supply
Two Wire DC sensors. Here the load is connected
in series with the sensor. Polarity independent. A
direct replacement for mechanical switches. Pay
attention to the off state current in the circuit and the
voltage drop of the sensor
AC voltage with Normally Open (NO) and/or Normally
Closed contacts (NC)
Two Wire AD/DC. The sensor is connected in series
with the load
Two Wire NAMUR; with an associated intrinsically safe
barrier, these can be used in areas with an explosive
atmosphere (area 0, 1 and 2). Lead breakage and
short circuit monitoring are possible as standard
Two Wire Failsafe sensors. As per two wire Namur
but subject to use of a safety rated barrier, a SIL 3
approved circuit is obtainable

Step 3: Connection possibilities
This tends to be a personal choice of the end user. Some
prefer glanded entry to a terminal strip and some prefer
pre-wired or plug and socket connection. For example,
the chemical and pharma sector tend to choose glanded
entry to the box or sensor.

Step 4: Operation of the
solenoid valve
Just like with the switchbox,
one also has the option with double
sensors to wire the solenoid by means of the
sensor. The advantage lies in the fact that there
is then only one cable that must be laid to the actuator.
Step 5: Finally, one must verify a number of general
properties of the sensor to be certain the sensor will
function perfectly in the application.
For example; off state current, voltage drop,
environmental surroundings, vibration resistance etc.

Trends and Future Developments

Because installations are very often adapted to the
newest technology in order to work more efficiently and
reliably, all kinds of bus systems have entered the market.
Of course producers of switchboxes and actuators want
to anticipate this and we see that a number of these
manufacturers have developed interfaces, in consultation
with sensor manufacturers, to these bus systems.
A good example of this is switchboxes with AS interface
incorporated because this bus system is particularly
suitable for digital information. If the end user wishes
to use standard sensors, appropriate field mountable
modules can be found for AS interface, Profibus PA
or foundation Fieldbus.
It seems that more and
more companies are realising the advantages of bus
systems and particularly the combination of a field
bus (for example Profibus) with AS interface is seen in
installations more commonly.

Conclusion

We are increasingly seeing inductive sensors replacing
the mechanical switch. In some markets, 60-70% of
switchboxes are fitted with inductive proximity switches
which have replaced mechanical forbearers. For valve
position detection standardisation is still some way off.
This is due to the starting point from which switchboxes
have been devised and therefore a large mixture of
mechanical assemblies and switch technologies exist.
More commonly, end-users are frequently asking for
solutions which lend themselves to greater reliability to
allow for long term payback from the switchbox.
Sensor companies have continued development and
innovation and an enormous mixture of sensors exist
which can be assembled in all kinds of switchbox. In
certain industries a clear tendency to the open solution
is noticeable due to a price that comes close to that of
the switchbox solution with mechanical contacts. Fitting
valve position feedback on manual valves now also
becomes a more attractive option with the size and cost
of the open solution.
Pepperl & Fuchs GB Ltd. Tel: 0161 633 6431
Website: www.pepperl-fuchs.com
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Midland-ACS
Partnership
develops leading
wellhead control
technology
Gyda field re-development
focuses on ease of maintenance
and space saving

Images produced care of and with permission from Haakon Ellingsen

The Norwegian Gyda field, located between Ula and
Ekofisk in the southern part of the North Sea, proven in
1980 started production in June 1990. Developed with a
combined drilling, accommodation and processing facility
with a steel jacket, the facility supplies approximately
14,000 barrels of oil per day. The Gyda field is considered
amongst many as a mature field in terms of current
reserve depletion. Gyda is ideally suited to owners
Talisman Energy’s North Sea strategy, which focuses
on mature and small field development, with ample
potential for significant new investment.
Part the estimated CDN$200 million investment was a
drive to increase efficiency, while increasing productivity.
In the Autumn of 2007 Talisman approached Sørco,
with the view to utilise their experience and expertise
in upgrading the performance of oil and gas facilities
in operation. After going through overall specification
with Talisman, Sørco approached Haakon Ellingsen to
produce eight Wellhead control panels for the GYDA
platform.
As part of the specification, Talisman had a requirement
for a compact design but with serviceable components.
Haakon Ellingsen designed, manufactured and tested
the wellhead control panels. UK manufacturer MidlandACS were chosen as the preferred partner due to their
experience in design, engineering capabilities and their
total solution status. Over the course of meetings
with Sørco and Haakon Ellingsen it was decided that a
manifold solution would produce the best results, while
conforming to a variety of regulations and the express
requirement of Talisman for a compact design.
As the appointed manifold provider Midland-ACS
assumed responsibility for engineering, procurement
co-ordination, fabrication and assembly, as well as
the testing of the assembled manifolds. In order to
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add further value all of the required design work was
completed by their own engineering team. Due to the
nature of the suggested manifold solution several gains
in a number of keys areas were achieved including less
tubing, space saving, weight and maintenance. Using the
latest 3D Solidworks modelling to design the system and
check that the space was serviceable for maintenance
purposes, their engineers also animated and analysed
the flow through the manifolds to spot efficiency gains
wherever possible, as well as identifying potential leak
points and eliminating them. A highly desirable feature
in exposed and difficult to access areas on oil rigs.
The design was split into two parts, whereby Ellingsen
would be responsible for the complete design of the
panel itself and Midland-ACS would design the manifold
solution.

Manifold Specs

Due to the environmental conditions associated with
working the North Sea and to ensure the longevity
and long term reliability of the manifolds, they were
constructed from 316 Stainless Steel, widely renowned
as being a material of choice for both hazardous area
and industrial use.
Consisting of two wellhead control manifolds for AMV
and ASV control the manifolds are made up of 8 and 16
valve multi-stations with the capacity for future stations.
The manifolds have a maximum operating pressure of
370 bar with a nominal flow rate of 5 l/min. As part
of the design, integral modules for isolation and check
valves were also incorporated allowing a quick and easy
change out of any individual solenoid valve in the event
of a problem. This design means that the whole panel
does not need to be shut down only that particular
channel, resulting in diminished losses in production and
shut down time.

Controlling the manifolds are Midland-ACS’s well known
low power consumption, 3/2 normally closed, DN3
series hydraulic valve. The valves feature auto-reset and
manual resets for PSD and ESD control. They are also
compliant to EExme II T4 and ATEX II 2 G standards with
a maximum operating pressure of 690 bar.
The completed manifold and their solenoid operators
were subject to rigorous test procedures in accordance
to Quality Assurance standards, FMEA tool deployed to
drive control plans and internal audit schedules prior to
despatch. The manifolds were then supplied to Ellingsen
with test reports and full documentation packs.

Panel Specs

Space on any platform is always at a premium, therefore
as part of the program to reduce space used, while
increasing efficiency but for less over all weight, Ellingsen
designed the panels to be able to control up to eight
wellheads. This signified a big step forward whereby
previously there would be one panel per wellhead for
control. Currently there are solenoids are in place to
control six wellheads per panel, with the option for
further expansion should future production require it.

Ellingsen produced two panels in total weighing 500
kilos (1102 lb) each. As a first for the Norwegian
company, the panels represented the first time they
had designed and made such complex control panels.
Making use of clean design principles with a key view
being ease of maintenance, the power, electric and
hydraulic signals were placed on right of the panel with
the output signal on left.
It was deemed necessary and an important part of
the panel design, to have the RMA valve on deck to
act as a second barrier between well and platform.
In uncontrolled situations the RMA valve could shut
the situation down in a matter of seconds, providing
a better safety system based on regulations provided
by the Norwegian government. The panels in addition
were designed to conform to incoming regulations and
NORSOK standards.
To thoroughly show off the level of quality of the design
and engineering work that had been done, on the factory
acceptance inspection of the completed panel assembly,
Sørco made absolutely no comments. Another first for
both Midland-ACS and Ellingsen.
Midland-ACS, Tel: +44 (0)1902 305678
Website: www.midland-acs.com
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Schischek, A Company Profile
For over 30 years now Schischek
has supplied electric Explosionproof products for building services
to a wide range of industry sectors
including Oil & Gas (onshore and
offshore), Ship Building, Chemical,
Pharmaceutical & Water Treatment.
The company slogan “Security for
Life, Health, Values” describes our
ethos and philosophy. It’s not only
about research & development,
manufacturing and sales but also
the security of plant, equipment,
machines, systems and most importantly people. Observing all relevant
norms and certification, a wide product range has been created for use
in Explosionproof zones in the HVAC
industry.

Schischek assembly/production facility
Initially considered a rather niche and
exotic product offering, Schischek
has built its name with innovative
components and concepts in international markets. Always under the
header of “Explosionproof for technical building services”, actuators for
air dampers, fire dampers, air volume
control and valve actuation (both rotary and linear) have been developed
for a wide range of conditions of
service and environment. The range
is complemented by a comprehensive range of sensors, both switch-
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ing and continuous, for temperature,
humidity, pressure, fan belt monitoring and frost protection.
During the last 30 years, one of the
obstacles to the universal adoption
of electrical solutions has always
been the established pneumatic solution. Historically, Explosionproof
has been associated with pneumatics. The first guidelines for protection against explosions at the end of
the 19th century prescribed safe and
operational solutions which were
mainly based on pneumatic technologies.
When, in the 1960’s and 1970’s
electronics became part of every
household, industrial installations
and systems lagged behind. At that
time electric Explosionproof devices
were normally cumbersome, heavy,
awkward to mount and expensive.
A great deal of education, training
and of course product development
and improvement along with more
competive pricing were necessary
to convince customers and potential
customers of the benefits of electric Explosionproof. With electronic
drive and control technology gaining an increasing market share, the
interest in electrical Explosionproof
components rose in parallel. Now
the benefits of an electric solution,
such as simple connection, installation and maintenance as well as cost
effectiveness, are well established
and appreciated.
Today’s Explosionproof products
hardly differ in size, weight, installation and ease of use from standard
devices but they do, however, remain
more expensive to manufacture due
to the complex certification and approvals process. They are, however,
significantly less expensive than 30
years ago!

Right from the start, when developing new models, Schischek has
paid attention to the highest protection classes and the use of the devices with all types of gases, mists,
vapours and dust. Thus the whole
range can be used in ATEX zones
1, 2, 21 and 22. All approvals are
obtained on the basis of the latest
Explosionproof norms and only from
serious certified bodies such as the
PTB (Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig, Germany).
Additionally, we pay a lot of attention to enlarge the scope of approvals by applying for international certificates. Therefore, today’s product
range is not only certified according
to ATEX 94/9/EG but also to IEC-Ex,
ExGost (Russia) and CSA/ FM (Canada and USA). Moreover, certification for a number of products is also
available for Ukraine and Australia.

Resin impregnation process
From a technology standpoint not
only Explosionproof was realised but
also special functions were included
that make the devices attractive for
the use in non hazardous areas. Such
technical features are e.g. actuators
with a 1 second, spring return in
case of power failure (security function), actuators with up to 70 Nm
spring return, a self- adaptive universal power supply with a range from
24 to 230 VAC/DC. All units come

Schischek German production facility

with protection class IP 66 or as stainless
steel solutions robust enough for aggressive
surroundings.
Because of the availability of devices for
ATEX zones 1,2, 21, 22, but also for zones
2 and 22 and now also for the safe area,
Schischek introduced its own colour coding to indicate the appropriate application
area at a glance and to avoid any mistakes.
This, plus the product name, creates a clear
differentiation of where the products may
be used: e.g. the range of quarter turn actuators come as ExMax (yellow), REdMax
(red) and InMax (green). The designation
‘Ex’ means apt for ATEX zones 1, 2, 21, 22;
‘Red’ stands for zones 2 and 22, ‘In’ stands
for industrial applications in the safe zone.
The addition of …’Max’ indicates the quarter
turn actuators, ..’Run’ stands for linear valve
actuators,’ ..Cos’ are the continuous sensor
range and’ ..Bin’ the binary sensors.
Over and beyond the standard range there
is a series of OEM products which are developed with the individual customer and
adopted for his special needs.
The fields of application are wide: from the
dust extraction system, via the paint line,
disposals, waste water plants, container
ships and tankers, oil- and gas- platforms,
compressor stations of gas pipelines, all the
way to industrial processes that use potentially explosive media, extraction units in
tunnel systems or air flow control units in
chemical laboratories.
Speciality in the business of Explosionproof
product alone is only half the story. Competent consultancy and local assistance are at
least as important. The quality of the overall
system is not only defined by the right choice
of components but by the right installation,
the correct use and the functionality. Know
how in the field of Explosionproof therefore
is a must. For these reasons Schischek has
built up an international organisation, and is
active with its own subsidiaries throughout
Europe, Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates, Singapore, Korea and the USA. Representative organisations and local partners
take care of the business in countries such as
Austria, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands,
Poland and the Czech Republic.

Shipham Valves
pass Fire Tests
High performance aluminium bronze butterfly valves successfully
pass fire tests

Shipham Valves have successfully completed the fire test
qualification of their range of high performance, double offset,
nickel aluminium bronze butterfly valves. Valves in 3" and 8" sizes,
with secondary Alloy 625 metal seats, were tested in accordance
with the standard BS EN ISO 10497:2004 2nd Edition (API 607 5th
Edition) in the presence of Lloyd’s Register with both achieving
zero leakage control.
These successful fire tests qualify the complete Shipham range
of aluminium bronze high performance butterfly valves from
3" (DN80) up to 42" (DN1050) and in both Class 150 and 300
pressure ratings (PN10, PN16, PN25 & PN40).
The Shipham range of high performance butterfly valves are
designed in accordance with API 609 Category B, providing
bi-directional operation, blow-out proof stem protection, ISO top
works pad for gearbox or actuator mounting, internal body stops
to prevent disc over-travel, accessible stem packing arrangement
for easy maintenance, top and bottom bearings for stem support
and a double offset stem / disc design which reduces wear on the
seat and thereby extending the in-service valve life. The range is
available in wafer, wafer lugged and double flanged body designs.
The butterfly valve range will continue to be manufactured in
the materials synonymous to the Shipham Valve brand including
Bronze, Nickel Aluminium Bronze, Monel®, Inconel®, Hastelloy®,
Zirconium & Titanium and will be manufactured alongside our
traditional gate, globe, ball, swing check and dual plate check
valve ranges at our works in Hull, UK and will underpin our
enviable reputation as market leader in the manufacture of valves
in non-ferrous and high alloy materials developed for providing
solutions for corrosive and severe service applications such as
seawater and other aggressive fluids.
Shipham Valves, Tel: +44(0)1482 323163
Website www.shipham-valves.com or contact our sales
department at sales@shipham-valves.com

Schischek Ltd.
Tel: 01245 256007
Website: www.schischek.co.uk
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Safe, reliable and cost-effective

Norgren – Unrivalled experience,
superb technical solutions!
Norgren has an enviable reputation for excellent instrumentation solutions.
Norgren has had a significant presence in the oil and
gas industry for over 70 years, stemming originally
from its filtration expertise, later broadened with
key additions such as Herion, Buschjost, Maxseal,
IVP and Watson Smith. The Norgren portfolio of
instrumentation products now offers extensive core
competences, coupled with in-depth experience as well
as an outstanding reputation in the oil gas and chemical
market.
Experience
Norgren’s extensive experience has resulted in robust,
reliable instrumentation that withstands even the
harshest of environments.
The Maxseal offshore
Stainless Steel solenoids for example have proved time
and again their reliability and quality of manufacture, by
successfully enduring many years of operation in seasalt spray, chemical environments and harsh weather
conditions.
Reputation
At the forefront, Norgren has always been a pioneer
of filtration requirements in all industries.
This
reputation has carried forth into the oil and gas sector
and been proven via the superior technical capabilities
that make the real difference between operational
and non-operational control valves. This reputation
for reliability is evident not only in
the products but also through highly
experienced personnel who can offer
in-depth technical advice on all your
requirements.
Herion’s reputation is likewise at
the forefront in chemical refineries
and onshore ‘on/off’ applications.
Herion products are consistently
chosen for these critical applications
and customers’ faith in the brand
is continually sustained by Herion
constantly meeting and exceeding their
requirements.
Maxseal are established leaders in the
offshore and stainless steel solenoid
valves sector, being sold globally on
platforms and coastline refineries.
Maxseal also has a reputation for
out-classing the market competitors
with its robust, solid and superior
performance.
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Performance
Norgren’s seventy years of building a solid reputation
is supplemented by outstanding company and
product performance. This stems from an excellent
understanding of the technical requirements,
outstanding product design, and the supply of
energy efficient products with superior performance
characteristics that are also inherently easy to install.
Global Technical Support
Angle-seat valves, solenoids for all environments,
stainless steel and other material Filter-Regulators,
bespoke design actuators, proportional and positioning
control expertise, redundancy solutions for Emergency
Shut-Down Valves, High-Flow positioners - the wide
range of instrumentation available from Norgren knows
no bounds! Norgren’s focus on building unrivalled
support for instrumentation through an excellent
product range, a global sales and support network
underpinned by superb technical knowledge makes
Norgren the clear choice in the market.
For further technical details on any of these products
call Norgren UK,
Tel: 01543 265000,
Website: www.norgren.com

www.safetysystemsuk.com

Pressure & Flame
Protection








Schuck connects

Schuck- a name synonymous with quality,
based on three decades of global experience,
developing and manufacturing valves and
actuation systems.

Schuck Valves Limited
Tel: + 44 (0) 800 634 0082
Fax: + 44 (0) 1455 636090
Email: sales@schuck-valves.com
www.schuck-group.com
Ball Valves – Actuators – Check Valves – Insulation Joints
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New compact & powerful ATEX linear
valve actuators from Schischek
It doesn’t get much smaller in the 10kN category than the new ExRun from Schischek offering unrivalled
functionality at the highest protection class

ExMax butterfly
valve solution
ExMax actuator
valve solution

Schischek has been manufacturing electric Explosionproof
valve actuators in various sizes with a multitude of
functions and adaptations since 1984.
The goal we set ourselves for the development of this
new addition to our product line was a more compact,
easier to install, universally applicable product at a price
unmatched in the market place.
The ExRun, Red Run, InRun generation of innovative
actuators is the result of 25 years of pace setting
experience. The ground breaking design allows forces
between 500N and 10,000N to be generated from the
compact package.
The on-site selection of one of two force levels in
each actuator (500 & 1000N, 2,500 & 5,000N, 7,500
& 10,000N) as well the selection of one of five run
times (i.e. between 2 and 15 s/mm) are just two of the
key features new to this generation all by means of a
conveniently mounted 10 position switch. The colour
coding follows the same proven pattern pioneered by
Schischek for the existing product lines. The yellow of
ExRun is suitable for use in Zones 1, 2, 21 & 22, the
magenta of RedRun for Zones 2 & 22 and the green of
InRun for non-hazardous use.
Wide range self adapting power supplies, well established
on Schischek rotary actuators, are included as standard
allowing an actuator to be connected to a 24 to 230VAC/
DC supply without the need for any configuration or
parameter change thus reducing inventory and massively
simplifying installation.
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The actuators offer all necessary methods of control
options, on/off, 3 point and modulating (0 to 10V or 4 to
20mA). The self adjust facility ensures that modulating
control signals can be matched to the adjustable travel
with the push of a button. Potentiometer, as well as 0
to 10V/4 to 20mA, feedback signals are also available.
The continuous modes still allow an on/off failsafe
control as well as inversion of input or feedback signals.
A red-yellow-green LED behind a dummy plug indicated
status and error. Some valve bodies can, in their end
position, not be subjected to the force of the actuator
- think of packed gland valves for example or 3-point
valves without end stops. For that reason the Schischek
linear valve actuator has a mechanical stroke limit which
can be continuously adjusted between 5 and 60mm.
Because the actuator is 100% overload protected it can
be blocked in any position.
Adaptations are available for the various suppliers of
valve bodies using a column distance of 100mm with or
without mounting plate. The Actuator has an integrated
Ex-e junction box with cable glands pointing down at an
angle when the actuator is installed vertically. The entire
device, including the junction box, has a standard ingress
protection of IP66 and comes in a robust aluminium
housing weighing not much more than 7kg depending
on the exact model.
Starting with this generation, all Ex/Red/InRun valve
actuators come with integrated manual positioning as
standard. By flipping a switch from “automatic” to “hand”
the actuator can be manually moved in any position with

Linear valve
actuator family
(left to right:
ExRun, RedRun
and InRun)

Compact design
ExRun
ExRun with
universal linkage

the Allen Key provided. The switch disengages the motor
for safe and easy movement of the actuator however the
position feedback signal continues to reflect the changed
position. Depending on the state of the switch, the
actuator goes back to normal operation after Power On
or stays in the manual set position.
External position switches are available for retrofit as
well as various adaptations for different valves from
nearly all valve manufacturers. The Explosionproof
actuators have certifications for the highest protection

classes according to ATEX94/9/EG for all gases and dust
for Zones 1, 2, 21 and 22. They are also approved in
accordance with IEC-Ex, ExGost (Russia) and will soon
be approved in accordance with UL, FM and CSA for
North American markets.
OEM solutions are possible within the framework of the
standards.
Schischek Ltd. Tel: 01245 256007
Website: www.schischek.co.uk
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Steam today and
steam tomorrow
The second of a series of three articles, covering the
features of a modern steam system and how it could and
should maximise efficiency and reduce operating costs
By Brian Johnston, Spirax-Sarco

Improving Efficiency in Steam Systems

In the last edition of Valve User, details were presented on
why and where steam is used. This article moves on to
look at some of the techniques and advances made allowing
steam to be produced and used in a safe and cost effective
way. These techniques are readily applicable to steam systems today, but often overlooked because of the forgiving
nature of steam installations. The fact that they don’t stop
working can mean they are not maintained as they should
be. A small amount of regular maintenance, and a few additions, will keep any steam system operating economically
and safely.

Generation

In the boilerhouse, the main aim has to be to convert the energy contained in the fuel into steam in an efficient manner.
There are control systems readily available to fine-tune the
fuel combustion process, but the major area for savings in
the boilerhouse today is still minimising heat losses. Major
areas when loss occurs are in the flue gases and in the water
extracted from the boiler to control TDS (Total Dissolved
Solids) or to remove sludge.
To recover some of the heat in the flue gas, an economiser is
often fitted. These have traditionally been used to preheat
the boiler feedwater but designs are now available which
produce steam rather than just hot water. More energy recovery is therefore possible. Control of boiler water TDS
and bottom blowdown (sludge removal) have in the past
been done on a manual basis. With manual control, there is
always the possibility of over-compensating, meaning more
hot water from the boiler is lost than is necessary. Manual
controls may also present safety issues, particularly with
unskilled operators. Modern controls systems bleed only
enough water from the boiler to maintain the TDS at its
maximum level (as determined by the boiler manufacturer).
As this ‘blowdown’ is done on a continuous basis, heat recovery from it is feasible and an economic means of raising
the temperature of the boiler feed tank.
In older boilerhouses, too high a feedtank temperature
wasn’t considered desirable as cavitation could occur in the
feed pumps. Modern pumps are able to pump hot water
with a lower inlet ‘head’ and not cavitate. Keeping the feedtank temperature high also has the added effect of driving off oxygen, meaning less water treatment chemicals are
needed. Energy isn’t the only saving possible in a modern
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boilerhouse. Traditionally there has also been the cost of
manpower, but with modern controls, not just on blowdown
as described but also on level, the need for a permanent attendant is reduced and in some cases eliminated.

Distribution

Just as in the boilerhouse, reducing energy losses in the distribution is vital in operating a cost effective steam system.
But reducing distribution heat loss has an added benefit.
Saturated steam, when it loses heat, condenses to water.
This water has to be removed through steam traps. Minimising heat loss through the use of good insulation not only
saves heat (money!) but improves steam quality (dryness)
as well.
It’s important not only to fit good insulation, but also to
maintain it. Insulation that is missing or waterlogged won’t
just result in significant energy loss. It can also present hazards through scalding or waterhammer damage to pipework
caused by accumulated water.

Usage

For most applications, it is the heat energy in the steam
that we want to extract. Of course as mentioned in the
first article in this series, steam can also be used for power
generation, sterilization, humidification etc. Heat energy
is normally obtained through a heat exchanger. The traditional shell and tube heat exchangers (calorifiers) are being
replaced in many plantrooms with plate and frame types.
Their smaller size means less heat loss and less valuable
plantroom floor space is taken up. An additional saving is
that they are often not subject to the same regular insurance inspection requirements as a shell/tube design would
be.

Flash Steam Recovery and Condensate Return

Allowing flash steam to escape and not returning the water
(condensate) produced when the steam condenses are major areas of loss. Both account for a considerable waste of
energy, as they always have, but now the wastage of water
is also a serious issue. Condensate is water, it’s hot and it
has already been treated, so three very good reasons to return it to the boilerhouse for reuse. As was mention in the
Generation section above, modern centrifugal pumps can
handle hot water without cavitation and of course steam/air
operated pumps can also be used. Flash steam is best recovered and used at the point it is generated. This may not

always be feasible, but a flash steam heat recovery system
can now be fitted back at the boilerhouse, capturing flash
steam that would normally be lost through the feedtank
vent. The heat (and water) in this captured flash steam is
used to preheat the boiler feedwater.
The use of such an arrangement, capturing all of the condensate and the flash steam means we move a bit closer
to what is effectively a sealed, or no-loss, steam system.

Other advances

Perhaps the most significant advance in modern steam
system design is the increased use of instrumentation to
monitor system operation. This may be meters to measure flowrate, devices that measure aspects of steam and
condensate quality such as dryness, conductivity/turbidity
(to test for contamination), or monitors that check the
operation of steam traps.

Compact plate and frame heat exchangers

All of these give valuable information on the system’s
health and will result in improved performance as long as
something is done with the information they provide!
Steam technology has developed faster in the last 10
years than any other decade. Compared to older systems,
modern steam systems are:
• Safer and more energy efficient
• More automatic with less reliance on supervision
• Virtually sealed
• Easier to monitor
• More environmentally friendly
• Less of a maintenance headache
In the final article in this series, we will look at some of the
more unusual uses for steam, uses that demonstrate just
what a flexible and versatile fluid it is.
Spirax-Sarco, Tel: 01242 521361
Website: www.spiraxsarco.com/uk

Flash Steam Heat Recovery Installation

Recovering heat from boiler blowdown
Monitoring performance
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Flowserve Digital Positioner Introduces ValveSightTM
Diagnostics Capabilities to Intrinsically Safe Market
Flowserve Corporation, a leading provider of flow control
products and services for the global infrastructure
markets, recently announced the release of the
Flowserve Logix 520MD, the latest addition to the Logix
series digital positioner family.
This improved smart
positioner has the option to add pressure sensors and
gives intrinsically safe positioner users the full diagnostic
functionality of Flowserve ValveSightTM communication
tools.
“The Flowserve Logix 520MD allows customers in
the intrinsically safe market to take advantage of
the control and insight that ValveSight delivers,” said
Lakshmanan Varadharajen, director of marketing for
control valves at Flowserve. “ValveSight helps customers
save time and money, significantly reducing unexpected
downtime by predicting potential failure modes and
prioritizing maintenance recommendations before
process performance degrades.”
Using industry standard HART protocol and FDT/
DTM technology, the Logix 520MD is compatible with
existing major host systems and integrates with major
asset management systems. With ValveSight Software,
the Logix 520MD allows operators and maintenance
personnel to remotely monitor and diagnose the
associated valve, actuator and positioner from any
Windows-based PC connected to the existing plant
control network or directly to the positioner without
proprietary software or communications protocols.

The Logix 520MD series uses the same proven technology
of the Logix 3200MD digital positioner and is built with
an intrinsically safe housing. The Logix520MD uses the
same housing and air relay as the Logix505, Logix510
and Logix520si models, ensuring compatibility with
existing optional accessories.
For more information about the Logix 520MD digital
positioner, please call a Flowserve sales representative
at 01444 314400
Website: www.flowserve.com

McJunkin Red Man Announces Acquisition of Transmark Fcx

MRC’s President and CEO, Andrew Lane said, “The
purchase of Transmark will strengthen MRC’s global
position as a leading distributor of pipe, valves and
fittings (PVF) for the energy and industrial markets. This
acquisition is yet another step in the transformation of
MRC which began in 2007 with the merger of McJunkin
Corporation and Red Man Pipe and Supply Company to
form McJunkin Red Man Corporation.”

forty-five distribution and service facilities in the U.K.,
Europe, the Middle East, Australia, New Zealand, and
Southeast Asia. The company has a proven track record
in the selection, supply, service, support and delivery
of the world’s leading brand names in flow control
equipment, serving major international companies in the
petrochemical and refining, chemical, power and energy
industries. MRC’s Lane said, “Through the purchase
of Transmark, we will expand our product and service
offering, provide access to more of the world’s leading
brand names, and expand our industrial distribution
channel. The acquisition will also grow our customer
base in existing sectors and strengthen our relationship
with customers doing business in the global marketplace.”

Since that time, MRC has acquired the remaining
ownership of Midfield Supply in Canada and acquired St.
Louis, MO-based LaBarge Pipe and Steel. Transmark,
headquartered in Bradford, UK, has a network of

The acquisition, which is expected to close shortly, is
subject to European Commission approval and other
customary closing conditions. Additional terms of the
transaction were not disclosed.

McJunkin Red Man Corporation (MRC) recently
announced that MRC has entered into an agreement to
acquire Transmark Fcx Group B.V. (Transmark), a leading
international distributor of specialty valves and flow
control equipment.
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Velan Steam Traps:
New and Improved
Velan, a global leader in valve
manufacturing, was actually originally
founded on steam traps. In 1950,
A.K. Velan created a revolutionary
bimetallic steam trap with unique
features that remain unmatched by
rival manufacturers to this day. Velan
has supplied these high-performance
steam traps on superheated steam
lines in thermal and nuclear power
plants and in refineries and chemical
plants worldwide.
More recently, Velan has introduced
a variety of new and improved
products to complete its steam trap
offering. The new universal steam
trap with standardized connection
fitting is compatible with most other
manufacturers’ trap modules. The
built-in check valve and strainer enable
high performance and the Stellited
seats provide longer life.
What’s
more, Velan steam traps can be

installed in all positions and contain
a self-aligning precision ball.
The
universal steam trap is ideal for steam
tracing in refineries.
Velan is also proud to announce a new
range of thermodynamic steam traps.
This cast stainless steel offering
comes with or without a strainer. The
hardened disc and seat provide extra
value in this cost-competitive trap,
which can handle large capacities and
is ideal for steam tracing.
At Velan, all of our steam traps are
manufactured in our state-of-the-art
facility located in Leicester, England.
The factory has been re-designed
with lean manufacturing principles in
mind, thereby ensuring continuous
production flow and increased
manufacturing flexibility. Numerous
assembly lines flow seamlessly into
the testing area, which features
a 1500 psi boiler system.
These
enhanced production capabilities have
all been implemented within the past
few years and complement our new
and improved steam trap line.
For more information, contact:

Velan’s new range of
thermodynamic traps

Martin Fernandes
Product Manager
Phone: +44 116 269 5172
Mobile : +44 773 982 6212
Email: martin@velan.co.uk
Webiste : www.velan.com

Velan’s new universal steam
trap with standardized
connection fitting.
Unique features of Velan
bimetallic steam traps
• Only steam trap to offer
Stellited seats
• Segmented design
provides closer tracking
of steam saturation
curve
• Fast warm up due to
larger venting orifice
• Built-in air vent as
standard feature
• Positive trapping;
becomes even tighter
during superheating
• Two-step drainage for
full orifice venting during
normal operation
• Standard built-in check
valve prevents back
pressure

Hobbs Valve
The Directors of Hobbs Valve wish to express their sincere apologies for any
damage caused in relation to the release of a news bulletin detailing an award
of a Ministry of Defence contract in the last issue of Valve User. Content
within the article was not fully accurate and Hobbs Valve had not received
prior consent from any party contractually involved to release this article, and
accept full responsibility for doing so.
Hobbs Valve assures that this will not happen again and measures are in place
to prevent any such occurrence.
Please accept my sincere apologies. Alun Hobbs Managing Director
Hobbs Valve, Tel: +44 (0)29 20861099
Website: www.hobbsvalve.com

Velan’s state-of-the-art facility in Leicester, UK.
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At Velan, we know what it takes
to design and manufacture industry-leading
steam traps that stand the test of time.

After all, we’ve been doing just that for over half a century.
We offer an extensive range of steam traps designed to
meet any industrial application. So next time you’re in
the market for a steam trap that delivers unparalleled
performance in a variety of demanding steam
applications, you can rely on Velan.
When it comes to steam traps that offer high
efficiency, easy maintenance, and long and
reliable service, Velan is the name to trust.
All Velan thermostatic traps carry
a standard 3 year warranty

Velan. Quality that lasts.
+44 116 269 5172
www.velan.com

Valve Training Courses

30%
Discount For
BVAA Members
“Good and pitched at right level”
- Shaw Valves
“Very good with lots of experience
and knowledge” - BP
“Professionally done”
- British Energy
“Good - clear, concise and
knowledgeable”
- Titanium International Ltd
“Friendly and funny, explained
concepts in laymen’s terms, making
the course easy to understand”
- AMEC

These courses are a MUST for those involved in the
engineering industry who need to know more about
valves and actuators. BVAA valve courses are delivered
by our lecturers who have tremendous knowledge and
experience of the industry. The sessions always result in
comments of the highest praise.
PED & ATEX Directives
Thursday 22nd April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Control Valves
Wednesday 28th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Introduction to Valves
Monday 26th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Safety Valves
Thursday 29th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Introduction to Valve
Actuators
Tuesday 27th April 2010:
Banbury, £295+vat

Safety Integrity
Levels (SILs)
Friday 30th April 2010:
Banbury, £155+vat

British Valve and Actuator Association Limited
9 Manor Park • Banbury • Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone:+44 (0)1295 221270
Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk www.bvaa.org.uk

For full details on each course, see http://www.bvaa.org.uk/training
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BOOKING FORM

BVAA Training Courses

Please complete the form and return to Sarah Edginton.
All training courses are one day duration.

Fax Back
01295 268965

The fees are: Members – £195.00 + VAT per person per course,
non-members – £295.00 + VAT per person per course.
The fees for SILS are: Members – £90.00 + VAT per person per course,
non-member – £155.00 + VAT per person per course.
For full details on each course, see http://www.bvaa.org.uk/training
• PED/ATEX – Thursday 22nd April 2010
• Intro to Valves – Monday 26th April 2010
• Intro to Actuators – Tuesday 27th April 2010
• Control Valves – Wednesday 28th April 2010
• Safety Valves – Thursday 29th April 2010
• Safety Integrity Levels – Friday 30th April 2010
							

Course Required		

Email Address

Contact Name(s):

Company Name:
Address:

Contact No:
Email:
Payment Method (please tick) Cheque (enc)

Credit Card

Name on Card:
Total Amount:
Card No:
													
Expiry Date:

				

Maestro Issue No:

Signature: 					

3 Digit Security Code:

Card Type:					

(Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Electron/Solo/JCB)

Cancellation Period – Cancellations made without 7 days written notice will be charged in full.
Substitute names will however be accepted.
British Valve and Actuator Association Limited • 9 Manor Park • Banbury • Oxfordshire OX16 3TB
Telephone:+44 (0)1295 221270 Fax: +44 (0)1295 268965
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk www.bvaa.org.uk
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Champion of the
regulator market.
The new LF-690 hydraulic regulator now
has the option of seats and main valve tip
in a new ceramic material, which lasts 5
times longer than Tungsten Carbide under
extreme hydraulic tests, and is guaranteed
to outperform other plastic and metal seated
regulators in the market.

Ceramic seat fits
perfectly, increasing
control
Ceramic Shuttle Ball tip
wears evenly, reducing
downtime
Design eliminates
unstable frequency
resonance
Material lasts at least 5 times longer than tungsten at a
similar price - lower cost of ownership. Positive shut-off
from 10bar to 1000bar.

The TX 2000 ceramic material provides stable
control and positive shut off on liquids from 10bar
to 1000bar, but its real advantage is in the resistance
against cavitation and erosion of this critical section
of the regulator, which ultimately leads to reduced
down time and improved control from the regulator.
The new material has been combined with other
design features to allow outlet control pressures
of 830bar with medium pressure connections
machined directly in the body of the regulator.
To discuss why our new LF-690 provides reliable
control on water glycol and all other hydraulic
applications, call Pressure Tech on
+44 (0)1457 899307

www.pressure-tech.com
Designed and built in the UK
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Pressure Tech – Specialist Manufacturers of
Pressure Regulators in 316SS
Since our formation in November
2000, Pressure Tech has developed
an extensive range of high quality
stainless steel pressure regulators
- predominantly covering the oil
and gas market. Our knowledge
of customers requirements and our
rapid response to problem solving,
has led us to design products
with unique features that improve
performance and reduce downtime
for our customers.

Vision statement:
Pressure Tech’s vision is to
achieve worldwide recognition as
a key manufacturer of stainless
steel pressure regulators by
offering exact solutions to all
our customers. We will achieve
this objective by continuous
improvement, driven by
product realisation, innovation,
teamwork, and listening to the
needs of our customers.

Our ability to work closely with
our customers means we provide
a flexible and innovative solution.
This is exemplified by the work
we have done on incorporating
ceramic seating as standard into
our hydraulic pressure regulators.
As more systems rely on the use
of water glycol, the more issues
we came across with cavitation
around the critical seating area
of the regulator. Working with
customers and specialist suppliers
of ceramic materials, Pressure Tech
was the first regulator manufacture

to incorporate this unique material
into their design, and provide a
design that lasts a minimum 5
times longer than the previous
metal seated option.
Product range for:
Analyser Systems – From gas
cylinder regulators to the unique
Dual
Heated
ATEX
certified
regulators, our versatile range of
instrumentation regulators have
endured extensive cycle tests.
High Pressure Systems – For use
on hydraulic and gas systems, the
range is used on wellhead control
panels, diving applications, and
pressure test rigs amongst others.
Custom Solutions: From subsea
designs to biased dome loaded;
from special alloys to special
porting connections, we support
our customers when ‘off the shelf’
won’t do.
Pressure Tech Ltd.
Tel: 01457 899307
Website: www.pressure-tech.com

Maxseal ICO3S - Compact Lightweight
Low-Power High-Force Modern Solutions

1/4"&1/2" Threaded or NAMUR
Process Connections
Tamperproof

Pushbutton Reset

Pushbutton Override
Automatic Operation

+44 (0)1202 647331
maxseal@thompson-valves.com

www.Maxseal.com

3/2 & 5/2 Port
Configuration

Functional
Versatility

Singgle and
Duual Coil
Solenoid Valves
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International Sales &
Marketing Manager
Package; £25k Basic (OTE £45k) + Company car
(Negotiable depending on experience)

Pressure Tech manufacture high pressure regulator valves in
stainless steel for the oil and gas market; where quality is
essential to ensure reliability of product in typically hazardous
areas. We require a highly motivated individual to develop
our ambitious sales growth and implement a network of
international sales engineers to double our turnover each
year for the next three years. The successful applicant will
be based at our office in Hadfield, and will be required
to work with customers to provide product realisation to
existing products, and communicate customer requirements
for new products with our engineering department.
Key responsibilities and objectives:
• Double sales turnover within each financial year for the
next 3 years
• Co-ordinate and implement proactive sales and marketing
activities
• Develop and strengthen our position in the market by
expanding the customer and product matrix
• Indentify, implement and manage KPI’s in line with ISO9001 requirements
• Sales activities with customers via customer visits and
verbal/written communication
• Support customers with product selection for applications,
and help generate quotations against customer’s enquiries
• Manage projects and ensure Pressure Tech products are
specified within the Decision Making Unit.
This is an excellent opportunity to be involved with a small
dynamic company, and build on future opportunities within
our growing business. We are looking for applicants who
can provide solutions to customer applications and bring
a positive mental attitude to their work. The successful
applicant must be a team player who can equally work on
their own initiative, and meet the following criteria:
• Qualifications and competencies for role:
• Minimum degree in mechanical engineering discipline
• Minimum 5 years experience in growing and managing a
sales team in a technical environment
• Preferable experience with valves within the oil and gas
market sector.
• Excellent communication and negotiation skills with
highly persuasive style
• Creative and lateral thinker to provide solutions to
challenging situations
• Other European languages desirable

Engineering Manager
Package; £30k

(Negotiable depending on experience)
Pressure Tech manufacture high pressure regulator
valves in stainless steel for the oil and gas market;
where quality is essential to ensure reliability of product in typically hazardous areas. We require a highly
motivated individual to develop and strengthen our
engineering activities within the business. The successful applicant will be based at our office in Hadfield, and will be responsible for the design, manufacture and production of our pressure regulators.
There will also be the need to develop new products
to compliment our existing range, which means the
successful applicant will require a detailed knowledge of valve technology and a strong mechanical
design background.
Key responsibilities include:
• Control and co-ordination of design files for
products manufactured by Pressure Tech
• Ensure products are tested to, and comply with,
required industry standard
• Efficient CNC machining, assembly & test of
products, and quality inspection procedures
• Identifying, implement and manage KPI’s in line
with ISO-9001 requirements
• Design and development of new products
identified to maintain growth of the business.
This is an excellent opportunity to be involved with
a small dynamic company, and build on future
opportunities within our growing business. We are
looking for applicants who can provide solutions to
customer applications and bring a positive mental
attitude to their work. The successful applicant must
be a team player who can equally work on their own
initiative, and meet the following criteria:
• Qualifications and competencies for role:
• Degree or Masters in mechanical engineering
discipline.
• Strong knowledge and experience with 2-D, 3-D,
and animated AutoCAD Inventor software
• Minimum 5 years experience in design and
manufacturing high pressure equipment
• Preferable experience with valves within the oil
and gas market sector.
• Excellent communication and negotiation skills
with interpersonal skills on various levels of
employment
• Creative and lateral thinker to provide solutions to
challenging situations

Interested applicants please send your CV to steve@pressure-tech.com
Pressure Tech Limited, Unit 3, Graphite Way, Hadfield, Derbyshire, SK13 1QG
Tel: 01457 899037, Fax: 01457 899308
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Product Manager

– BEL Subsea Electric
Actuator SEA™
About to enter into a new phase of growth, BEL
Valves, a division of British Engines Ltd and a leading
international provider of valves, actuators and controls
to the Oil and Gas industry, is looking for a Product
Manager to lead the introduction of our new range of
Subsea Electric Actuators (SEA™)
The SEA™ Product Manager will be an experienced
actuator professional, with 5-10 years experience in
a business-to-business sales or product development
role, preferably within the oil, gas & petrochemical
sectors. Candidates should demonstrate the ability to
develop new product opportunities at a senior level
with operators, contractors and valve manufacturers,
think and act commercially and strategically, and be
self motivated with excellent organisational skills.
Reporting to the Sales & Marketing Director, he or she
will be tasked to develop a profitable revenue stream
for the SEA™ range by fronting all customer facing
sales & marketing activities.
Key responsibilities include steering product
development, guiding strategic marketing plans and
campaigns, delivering technical presentations to
prospective clients, fronting all field sales activities in
support of BEL Valves global network of offices/agents
and providing market intelligence.
Key skills required are organisation, time and project
management, the ability to influence and persuade,
The preferred candidate will be customer focused,
a team player, have a strong attention to detail and
people skills and be results driven.

Marketing Manager
– BEL Valves –

BEL Valves is looking for a Marketing Manager to be
based at its UK headquarters in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.
The Marketing Manager will be a marketing graduate,
with 3-5 years experience in a business-to-business
marketing role, preferably within the engineering
sector. Candidates should demonstrate the ability to
manage multiple projects simultaneously, think and act
commercially and strategically, and be self motivated
with excellent organisational skills.
Reporting to the Sales & Marketing Director, he or she
will be tasked to deliver strategic goals of the business
for product & geographical development through
implementing and co-ordinating a variety of UK and
international marketing activities.
Key responsibilities include being a guardian of the BEL
Valves brand, delivering strategic marketing plans and
campaigns, market research, management of the print
process and web updates, organising and attending
exhibitions and corporate events, writing marketing
and web content and managing marketing budget.
Key skills required are organisation, time and project
management, the ability to influence and persuade,
and copywriting. Basic DTP skills and any foreign
language ability would be a strong plus.
The preferred candidate will be meticulous, a team
player, have a strong attention to detail and people
skills, be customer-focused with a can-do attitude and
able to deliver to tight deadlines.
Package to be negotiated. Please email your CV, with
a covering letter, explaining why you would be suitable
for the role, to Ray Couch, HR Manager on ray.couch@
bel.co.uk.

Package to be negotiated. Please email your CV, with
a covering letter, explaining why you would be suitable
for the role, to Ray Couch, HR Manager at ray.couch@
bel.co.uk
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Bupa Private Medical Insurance
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Severe & Hazardous Area Experts

MODULAR PNEUMATIC CONTROLS
FOR over 10 years, we have been a premier designer and manufacturer of 316 Stainless Steel

control manifolds for FPSO´s, onshore and offshore facilities.
IN THAT TIME we have designed over 5,000 different circuits and in order to continue

to be a leader we are now incorporating our newest generation of low power consumption,
low weight valves into our latest circuit designs.

FEATURES/BENEFITS
ACTUATION APPLICATIONS
• SEMI ROTARY

• PARTIAL STROKING

• LINEAR

• EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN

• ON-OFF

• HIPPS (High Integrity Pressure Protection System)

• ENGINEERING knowledge - access to over 300 years combined actuation experience
• SAVE time - we can design and manufacture the circuit to suit your need
• LIGHTER, stronger & eliminates interconnecting pipework and fittings
• SIGNIFICANT reduction in both CAPEX & OPEX over panel mounted assemblies
• AVAILABLE ATEX compliant to category 2
• SIL AVAILABLE
CERTIFICATION OPTIONS AVAILABLE

Engineered for life
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®

x

ATEX N
INMETRO

(GOST R)

What do over 100 world class companies...
...have in common?

International Procurement Ltd

RESSWELL Valves

FLO W C ONTR

OL

SOLUTION

®

S

Hi-Flow
Valves Limited



EBRO Valves Ltd

..Superb
Backing!
The British Valve & Actuator Association
Professional Support For The Process Flow Control Industry

9 Manor Park, Banbury, Oxon. OX16 3TB (UK) Tel: +44 1295 221 270 Fax: +44 1295 268 965

www.bvaa.org.uk

